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ABSTRACT
Chuang, Wei-Chiu PhD, Purdue University, August 2015. A Programming Framework to
Ease Development of Tightly-coupled Cloud Applications . Major Professors: Charles E.
Killian Jr. and Dongyan Xu.
Cloud application development is currently for professionals only. To make the cloud
more accessible, cloud applications should ideally be easy to develop so that virtually anyone can develop their own cloud applications. However, they are difficult to develop, because they are essentially distributed systems, where the concurrent operations may take
place, and reasoning about the behavior of concurrent operations to ensure correctness is
not trivial. Additionally, programmers must consider failure handling, scalability, consistency, modularity, elasticity.
A programming model approach to ease the development is to let programmers write
code in sequential semantics, and then use a runtime system to transform the sequential
code into parallel operations. One well known example is Hadoop: the programmers write
MapReduce tasks which appear sequential, and the Hadoop runtime system executes the
tasks in a parallel fashion on multiple nodes. Its runtime system also enables automatic
failure recovery.
However, Hadoop and many similar frameworks are designed for data parallel computation. When it comes to more general distributed systems, which usually have some
mutable state shared by concurrent operations, these frameworks become useless. This dissertation describes a new programming framework that not only offers simple sequential
semantics, but also provides distributed applications with desirable properties, including
elasticity, failure handling, scalability, consistency and modularity.

1

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been growing interest in running applications in the cloud. One
of the major promises of cloud computing is the ability to use resources on demand. Rather
than building out a fixed large infrastructure to host the applications based on the prediction
of its popularity, the provider of the applications can use the elasticity provided by the
cloud infrastructure to serve the requests. They can start by allocating a small number
of computing resources from the infrastructure, and gradually add more resources as the
popularity grows.
In this dissertation, a program is said to be elastic if it runs on a changing set of computing resources, providing the performance that varies with respect to the size of the resources
it uses.
Despite the promise of elasticity, an elastic program in general is not easy to implement,
because it must support the arrival or departure of nodes from the infrastructure, safely
splitting and merging the state of the programs, handling partial failures at the computing
resources they run. These mechanisms must also not affect the semantics of the programs.
Therefore, reasoning about the behavior of the elastic programs is a great burden.
Admittedly, many successful distributed systems supports elasticity in the form of
churns: change in the set of participating nodes due to joins, graceful leaves, and failures.
Distributed hash tables such as BAMBOO [1] are designed to tolerate churns. Nevertheless,
providing elasticity for a new system requires careful design and tremendous implementation effort.
Writing a program that runs on a fixed set of nodes is comparatively easier. We define
inelastic semantics as a property of a program which is written to run on a fixed set of
nodes. A possible approach to writing an elastic program is to use a programming model
to write it in inelastic semantics first, because inelastic semantics allows the programmer to
reason about the behavior of the program more easily. Subsequently, use a runtime system
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to run the program on varying numbers of nodes, spreading the computations to the nodes,
while still appears as thought it is a single node to the rest of the system. In this approach,
the single node that the programmer assumes is called a logical node, while the nodes that
the program runs on are called physical nodes.
We call a program has the property of transparent elasticity, if it’s written in inelastic
semantics for a logical node, but a runtime can run it in the elastic manner on a set of
physical nodes. Ideally, the runtime should also optimize the execution to give the best
performance automatically. However, this “policy” is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
The concept of transparent elasticity is not new. Data-flow programming models such
as MapReduce [2], Dryad [3] and CEIL [4], and bag-of-tasks batch schedulers [5, 6] are
readily available to offer transparent elasticity. The programmers using these models do
not care about the scale at runtime, as it is irrelevant to the correctness of the computations. It is the runtime systems that transform the seemly sequential code into parallel,
distributed operations. Furthermore, since the computations in these models do not depend
on prior system state, and tasks are independent of one another, the runtime can freely distribute tasks among varying numbers of nodes. However, these models are not suitable for
tightly-coupled distributed systems where the independence between tasks is not possible,
and reliance on prior system state is inevitable. Some work tried to support the computation that involves shared, mutable state. For example, Orleans [7], a scalable programming
framework for tightly-coupled distributed systems that tries to support transparent elasticity. However, its elasticity model requires the programmer to explicitly resolve conflicts
of concurrent operations, therefore it does not achieve the real transparency. There necessitates a new programming framework that achieves real transparent elasticity for tightlycoupled distributed systems.
Any successful cloud application should consider not only elasticity, but also fault tolerance. But the introduction of transparent elasticity brings new challenges to fault tolerance.
We call a program suffers from a partial failure, when it runs on a set of physical nodes, and
a failure occurs at one of them, resulting in a loss of partial state of the program. In addition, a complete failure for a logical node means the entire program state of the logical node
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is lost. The program may have failure handling code, but since the programmer’s semantics
only accounts for the logical node, partial failure is not expected by the programmer. If not
handled properly by the runtime, exposing the partial failures to the program may result in
undefined behavior and violate the property of transparent elasticity. Furthermore, when
the program runs at larger scales, the likelihood that partial failures can happen increases.
Therefore, the runtime system must be able to recover from such failures: converting them
to what the program may be able to handle, and ideally without triggering complete failures
for a logical node.
In addition to transparent elasticity and partial failure handling, modularity is yet another important characteristics that a distributed programming model should support. A
large distributed system is usually divided into multiple modules developed by different
programmers, and each module exposes its external interface while hiding its internal implementation. Most importantly, it should support “modular reason”: allowing programmers to develop each components independently, and compose them together into a single
logical node, without requiring global reasoning.
However, supporting consistent, scalable modularity is not trivial. Existing solutions to
modularity, such as Service-oriented Architecture [8], partitions an application into multiple loosely-coupled modules. This approach makes it easy to reason about the interactions
between modules, but consistency is guaranteed within a module, not across modules. Operations that affect multiple modules must either accept weaker consistency, or use expensive mechanisms (e.g. rollbacks upon conflicts). Our programming model must therefore
consider how to support modularity easily for tightly-coupled modules.
We argue that providing these properties: including transparent elasticity, masking partial failures, scalable modularity to tightly-coupled distributed systems is possible with a
properly designed programming model and a runtime system. The model should allow the
programmer to express the organization of the internal state and computation of the program. The information is then disclosed to the runtime system to distribute the partition of
the program state to multiple physical nodes.

4
1.1

System Model
We start discussing the system by first introducing event driven model. Event driven

model is a general paradigm that models the execution of a system in terms of some events
that change the state of the system. Many distributed systems [9–13] can be designed
naturally using event driven model. Several popular programming models, e.g., Actor
model [14] are also compatible with the paradigm. In addition, development tools such
as model checkers [15] or network simulators [16] have been developed to support event
driven systems. Because event driven model is natural, widely used and has extensive
support, it is used in the context of this discussion.
Atomic event driven model is a popular type of event driven model due to its simplicity.
Programs written in this model conceptually execute a sequence of events in a logical node.
Given a program developed for some logical nodes written in inelastic semantics, e.g., using
atomic event driven model, there are several ways to make it elastic. In one approach, the
set of logical nodes changes in the system. In another approach, the set of logical nodes
does not change; instead, the composition of a logical node changes. In the following, we
describe the system models of the two approaches.

1.1.1

Inelastic System Model

logical
nodes

Scale out

physical
nodes

Scale in

Figure 1.1.: Inelastic system model

logical
nodes

physical
nodes
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the system model of the first approach. We call it inelastic system
model, because a logical node itself is inelastic. In this model, a distributed system consists
of some logical nodes and channels. A logical node corresponds to exactly one physical
node, and a channel exists between two logical nodes. Logical nodes communicate via
messages sent in the channels, which deliver messages in the sending order, error-free
(does not alter the content of the messages) and lossless (the messages take finite time to
deliver). Each physical node, as well as the logical node, is a state machine that follows the
atomic event model, that is, each logical node has a state, a queue of events, and events are
handled atomically. The delivery of a message becomes an event which reads or writes the
state.
This approach redesigns the program so that it explicitly handles the arrival and departure of logical nodes, i.e., churns. BAMBOO DHT is one example of this approach.
Writing programs in this approach is intrinsically sophisticated as the semantics of the program is affected by the dynamic nature of the system, and the programmers must make sure
the program is still correct after the redesign. Due to the drawbacks of the approach, this
dissertation uses the second approach.

1.1.2

Elastic System Model

logical
nodes

logical
nodes

Scale out

physical
nodes

Scale in

physical
nodes

Figure 1.2.: Elastic system model of different configurations
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In the second approach, churns are not explicitly accounted for, and the programmers do
not perceive any elasticity at all. To enable elasticity, the runtime system is responsible for
spreading out the computation of a logical node to multiple physical nodes while ensuring
the programmers’ semantics is not violated.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the system model of the second approach. We call it inelastic
system model, because a logical node itself is elastic. In this model, a distributed system
consists of fixed set of logical nodes and channels, but a logical node is composed of
some changing number of physical nodes in the distributed system. In addition, a physical
channel connects two physical nodes. Crucially, the behavior of a logical node appears to
be an atomic event state machine to other logical nodes. Finally, each physical node is a
state machine that follows the atomic event model, and a channel delivers messages in the
sending order, error-free and lossless.
Writing programs in this approach is easier, because it follows atomic event driven
model which is easy to understand, and the programmers do not need to handle churns. The
challenge is to find a runtime system that preserves the programmers’ semantics. Therefore,
the goal of this dissertation is to propose an atomic event driven model, and to describe
runtime systems that enable elasticity for inelastic programs written in the atomic event
driven model.

1.1.3

Failure Model

We consider a failure to a node to be fail-stop, that is, an event takes infinite time to
respond. A failure can occur at a node in inelastic system model, and a failure can occur at
a physical node in elastic system model.

1.2

Thesis Statement
Using a programming model which explicitly exposes the internal structure of the state

and computation of a module, an application written in inelastic semantics can be composed of several such modules that are independently developed and reasoned about, and
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a runtime system can execute it in an elastic manner, and recover it from a partial failure
without negative impact to the mean time between complete failures.

1.3

Contributions
This dissertation proposes a new programming framework which includes program-

ming models that relieve programmers’ effort to develop cloud applications, and runtime
systems which are designed to execute application developer’s code in cloud infrastructures. To this end, this dissertation is composed of four main parts:

1.3.1

E VENT WAVE: Programming Model and Runtime Support for Tightly-Coupled Elastic Cloud Applications

E VENT WAVE is an atomic event driven programming model which allows programmers to write in simple semantics, and to explicitly express the structure of state and computation of a program. We describe the design of a runtime system that runs the program
in the elastic manner with the help of simple, application-specific heuristics.

1.3.2

Programming Model Support for Dependable, Elastic Cloud Applications

This work investigates the implication of transparent elasticity to failure handling, and
leverage the elasticity mechanisms found in the runtime system to improve the recovery of
failures.

1.3.3

Improve Scalability for Transparently Elastic Cloud Applications

E VENT WAVE presents a baseline runtime system for transparent elasticity. However,
the mechanism in the runtime is not only a potential scalability bottleneck, but also overlyaggressive at serializing event orders. This chapter presents NACHO, a runtime system
which pushes back the serialization point of events to allow more scalability.
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1.3.4

Improve Parallelism for Modular, Transparently Elastic Cloud Applications

As cloud application becomes more complex, its development necessitates modular
design. However, E VENT WAVE assumes the complete application state is known by its
developers.
G RASS J ELLY is an improved answer to these issues. It supports scalable execution and
modular programming, while retaining transparent elasticity.

1.3.5

Road map

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the programming model and the runtime system. Chapter 3 investigates the runtime optimization for
better failure recovery. Chapter 4 describes a runtime system design which supports more
scalable applications. Chapter 5 proposes an extended programming model to support
modular programming. Chapter 6 lists related works. Finally, Chapter 7 summaries this
dissertation.
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2

EVENTWAVE: PROGRAMMING MODEL AND RUNTIME SUPPORT FOR
TIGHTLY-COUPLED ELASTIC CLOUD APPLICATIONS

One of the major promises of cloud computing is the ability to use resources-on-demand.
Rather than build out a large-scale infrastructure to support a networked service with fluctuating needs, companies can build elastic components that start running on a small-scale
infrastructure (perhaps only a handful of hosts), then scale up as the usage or popularity of
the service grows. Elasticity can also allow changing infrastructure size on a smaller timescale: weekly, daily or even hourly variations in load could trigger the infrastructure size to
change with the needs of the service. Further, elasticity could allow variable infrastructure
size as a result of the availability of discount resources, or the sudden unexpected needs of
the service in response to, e.g., flash crowds.
However, elastic infrastructure alone does not suffice to provide these benefits, because
programmers must design the applications with elasticity in mind. Consider a simple multiplayer game server shown in Figure 2.1. In this game, players wander in the virtual world.
If a building is crowded with more players than the machine can handle, a logical solution
to scale up the system is to split the world into buildings, and delegate the requests of different buildings to different nodes. This game can further scale up by splitting the buildings
into rooms and hallways, and delegate the requests to more machines. Any such program
must explicitly account for elasticity, which means that it must support the arrival or departure of nodes from the system: safely “splitting” and “merging” the world state as the
system expands and contracts without losing program state, transparently migrating state,
handling partial failures of the now-distributed system, etc. And all of this without affecting
gameplay semantics. While all of these tasks can be programmed manually, implementing the necessary run-time mechanisms and reasoning about the resulting application is an
exceptional burden for developers.
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Building
Room

Building
Room
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Room
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Room
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Figure 2.1.: A multiplayer game composed of buildings, rooms, hallways and players

To accelerate the development of elastic applications for the cloud, what we need is
a programming model where programmers need not be aware of the actual scale of the
application, or the run time support that dynamically reconfigures the system to distribute
application state across computing resources. To support complex, tightly coupled applications, such as the game server we described, such an elastic programming model should
provide several key features: (i) stateful computation, (ii) transparent elasticity, and (iii)
simple semantics. Unfortunately, existing programming models for writing elastic applications do not satisfy all of these criteria.
In recent years, there have been many systems that provide elasticity for various distributed applications. Scalable databases can adaptively distribute database state to scale up
a database’s capabilities [17–19]. However, these systems only target part of a program’s
functionality and do not, for example, provide elasticity for a program’s computation.
Functional programming models, such as MapReduce [2], Dryad [3], and “bag of tasks”
batch schedulers [5, 6], are based on models of computation where computations do not
depend on prior system state, and individual tasks are independent of one another. As
a result, the runtime system can freely distribute tasks among varying numbers of nodes
without involving the programmer. However, in a game server, the game world consists of
state, and the “tasks” consist of actions taken by players in interacting with this world and
with each other, precluding a functional approach.
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Actor-based programming models [14] support simple, event-driven, stateful computation: state is partitioned among isolated actors, each of which can be run on a separate node.
The actors receive incoming events that manipulate their state, and actors interact with each
other by passing messages that trigger additional events. Unfortunately, traditional actorbased models do not support elasticity, as an actor is conceived of as a monolithic unit that
handles incoming events atomically. The scale of an actor-based system is determined by
the number of actors.
A recent system, Orleans, supports elasticity in the actor model, by replicating the state
of actors, allowing multiple events to be processed simultaneously [7]. However, this state
replication leads to complicated semantics for merging changes to actor state, and as a
result, Orleans does not provide simple, sequential semantics. While this is acceptable in
many applications, it may not be appropriate in certain cases. For example, in a game
server, it seems desirable that events triggered by multiple players be resolved in some
sequential order, and that every player observe that same order.
We propose E VENT WAVE, a new programming model for tightly-coupled, stateful,
distributed applications that provides transparent elasticity while preserving sequential semantics. In E VENT WAVE, an application consists of a set of logical nodes. A logical node
consists of some system state, and that state is manipulated by events that execute at the
node. Logical nodes interact with each other by message passing. As in the actor model
(and many other event-driven systems), E VENT WAVE logical nodes provide atomic event
semantics: events the node receives appear to execute sequentially, and in order.

Our Model: E VENT WAVE
E VENT WAVE applications provide elasticity by allowing logical nodes to execute multiple events in parallel, and by allowing a single logical node to be distributed over multiple
physical nodes (e.g., multiple machines in a cluster, or multiple virtual hosts). The fundamental guarantee of the E VENT WAVE model is that a logical node distributed over multiple
physical nodes will maintain atomic event semantics. In other words, a programmer can
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reason about the behavior of her program without considering elasticity: if a program is
correct when running on a set of logical nodes, its semantics will be preserved even as the
program scales up or down by running on various physical nodes. Programmers focus on
the logic, not the scale.
Our model is based on the insight that many applications decompose into a hierarchy
of different contexts, namely that modular and component design and object-oriented programming have led to program designs where large sections of code are inherently bound
to a subset of application state, and that the application state is often further bound to the
parameters of the function calls. For example, a context-based design of a game server can
be composed of contexts for each room and building in the game world, and contexts for
each player. Events that manipulate just a portion of the state will execute in the context
that state resides in. For example, when assessing which direction a player may move, the
program needs to consider information only about the current room, and players in it, not
the global state.
To exploit the elasticity exposed by E VENT WAVE programs, we design a distributed
run-time system. The system distributes the contexts of a single logical node across multiple physical nodes (for example, distributing different building contexts to different physical nodes). The group of physical nodes appears to the rest of the system as a single
logical node, preserving the semantics of an inelastic application running on a fixed set
of resources while providing the performance of an application running on a larger set of
resources. The run-time executes the tasks of a single logical node across multiple physical
nodes, dispatching events in a particular context to the physical node where that context
resides, and can transparently and dynamically migrate contexts to change the number of
physical nodes constituting a logical node, scaling up application resources in response to
demands.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a game server in E VENT WAVE. When running at small scales, all
of the state resides on a single physical node. As the number of clients (players) increases,
the game state can be dynamically distributed among more physical nodes, increasing the
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between physical
nodes
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between logical
nodes
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Figure 2.2.: A game server logical node connected by several client nodes. Regardless of scale,
clients see only one game server logical node. The actual composition of a logical node at runtime
is transparent to the programmers. The programmers can only see at the level of logical nodes.

v o i d k i d I n i t ( i n t nKid ) {
Kid [ nKid ] . l o c a t i o n = LOCATION IN WORLD ;
Kid [ nKid ] . k i d D i r e c t i o n = DIRECTION STATIONARY ;
}

Figure 2.3.: The code in Mace syntax

execution resources available to the system. As seen in the figure, the clients still interact
with this newly-distributed server as though it were executing on a single node.
We build E VENT WAVE on top of Mace, a toolkit for writing event-driven distributed
systems [16], providing context information through annotations. As a result, many applications can support elasticity with straightforward modification, similar to converting from
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[ Kid<nKid >] v o i d k i d I n i t ( i n t nKid ) {
l o c a t i o n = LOCATION IN WORLD ;
k i d D i r e c t i o n = DIRECTION STATIONARY ;
}

Figure 2.4.: The code with context annotation

C to C++. As an example, a short code snippet in Mace syntax is listed in Figure 2.3, and
the corresponding code in E VENT WAVE syntax is listed in Figure 2.4.
After reviewing the key points of event-driven programming, we present the E VENTWAVE model, followed by successive levels of detail about our runtime system. We evaluate our runtime system using microbenchmarks and example applications before detailing
related work and concluding.

2.1

Event-driven Programming
A popular approach to writing distributed applications is the event-driven programming

model. Conceptually, an application runs on one or more logical nodes, which traditionally
represent separate physical machines. A logical node’s execution consists of processing
events, which are self-contained units of computation, consisting of a set of method invocations. An event can be triggered by external events such as receipt of messages, or
internally by other events.
We adopt the event-driven programming model for E VENT WAVE programs for two
reasons. First, event-driven programming is a natural model for writing many distributed
programs. Many applications (e.g., the multi-player game server) are designed and described in terms of reacting and responding to messages. The event-driven model is also
a good fit for asynchronous distributed applications, such as the multiplayer game, where
events are triggered by different external agents but must be handled in a coordinated manner. We also note that traditional task-graph style programs (e.g., Cilk programs) can be
reformulated as event-driven programs, with each task represented as a separate event, and
“spawns” of new tasks represented as starting a new event. Second, there is already sub-
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stantial tool support for event-driven programming, including programming languages that
make expressing event-based applications easy [16] and development tools such as model
checkers to verify event-handling protocols [15]. Building on top of these existing tools,
which have been used to implement numerous distributed applications, broadens E VENTWAVE’s applicability.
While many event-based programming models use threads for low-level services such
as timer scheduling and network I/O, most adhere to an atomic event model. In this model,
the entire sequence of computational steps necessary to process an event must appear as
though it executed atomically and in isolation from other events; the event processing is
transactional. Thus, even if an event is triggered while another event is being processed,
an application behaves in a sequentially consistent manner: the behavior of the application
is as if the events were processed one-at-a-time, in the order they were received. This
execution model is attractive because it allows programmers to easily reason about the
behavior of their applications, even if many events are initiated simultaneously, or events
actually run in parallel.
Typical atomic event systems preclude parallelism. Instead, E VENT WAVE dispatches
and executes events in parallel provided they are accessing disjoint state (this model is similar to, but richer than, that proposed by Yoo et al. based on read/write locking of application state [20]). The challenge, then, is to either detect or discover completely independent
events. E VENT WAVE accomplishes this by extending the programming model to capture
state isolation, and enhancing the runtime model to enforce event isolation, rather than
either predicting (through static analysis) or detecting (through run-time checks) whether
the developer correctly isolated events in their application. Section 2.4 discusses E VENTWAVE’s approach to parallelism in detail.

2.2

E VENT WAVE
This section introduces E VENT WAVE, an event-driven, elastic programming model.

We introduce the notion of contexts, which provide a hierarchical, dynamic partitioning of a
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auto types {
Building{
map< i n t , Room > rooms ;
Hallway hallway ;
}
Room {
s e t <i n t > kidsInRoom ;
}
Hallway {
a r r a y <a r r a y <i n t > > hallwayMap ;
s e t <i n t > k i d s I n H a l l w a y ;
}
Kid {
int currentBuilding ;
i n t currentRoom ;
c o o r d i n a t e coord ;
int kidDirection ;
}
}
state variables {
s e t <i n t > k i d s I n W o r l d ;
map< i n t , B u i l d i n g > b u i l d i n g s ;
map< i n t , Kid > k i d s ;
Building buildings ;
Kid k i d s ;
}

Figure 2.5.: State definitions of the example game in Figure 2.1

node’s state and associated operations on those partitioned states. We then describe an event
model, which constrains how events can interact with contexts. This event model enables
a parallel execution model, that allows multiple events to run in parallel while preserving
atomic event semantics. In Section 2.5, we describe how this event and execution model can
support distributed execution—running the events of a single logical node across multiple
physical nodes—a key step in enabling elastic execution.

2.2.1

Contexts

One key feature of event-driven distributed systems (unlike, e.g., dataflow models) is
that logical nodes in the system contain mutable state. For instance, Figure 2.5 shows
the application state definition for the simple game in Figure 2.1. The state consists of
self-contained state variables: players (“kids”) running around a game world as well as
buildings, rooms and hallways. Some state variables are part of player objects and capture,
e.g., the player’s information in the game world, such as the player’s identifier. Other
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variables define the world: rooms and hallways reside in a building and several buildings
populate the world.
This state can be inspected and modified while responding to an event. Crucially, however, not every event requires accessing all the state in a node; instead, different events
may actually access disjoint portions of a node’s state. To capture this behavior, state in
a E VENT WAVE logical node is organized into contexts. A context, as the name suggests,
provides the environment in which an event can execute.
As an event executes, it exists in one or more contexts, and the context(s) in which an
event executes control which portions of a program’s state the event can access. Intuitively,
two events that are executing in different contexts are accessing disjoint state, and hence
can be executed in parallel (as we elaborate in Section 2.4).
A context in E VENT WAVE consists of a portion of an application’s state. For example,
in a game server, a “building” in the world might be one context, while a player of the
game would have a separate context. Context definitions are analogous to structure definitions: there can be multiple instances of a particular context type (for example, multiple
players in a game, or multiple buildings in a game world). To express this, each context has
an associated identifier (e.g., a player’s user name), which serves to distinguish different
instances of the same context type.
Importantly, contexts are dynamic. A context is not explicitly instantiated by a programmer, but is instead instantiated when first referenced (by its identifier). For example,
as new players enter a game, events are triggered with new player user names, creating
the contexts in which those events execute. Intuitively, one can think of a map, for each
context type, between context ids and contexts; when a particular context id is referenced,
if the context exists in the map, it is used, otherwise a new context is created and added
to the map. This approach to instantiation naturally fits the expected behavior of many
event-driven programs (e.g., in a distributed hash table, creating new contexts as files are
added or as new peers join). Figure 2.6 shows the state definition in Figure 2.5 translated
into contexts. Each object in the original state is naturally translated into a context. For
instance, the Room object becomes the Room context.
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s e t <i n t > k i d s I n W o r l d ;
c o n t e x t B u i l d i n g <i n t b u i l d i n g I D > {
c o n t e x t Room <i n t roomID> {
s e t <i n t > kidsInRoom ;
}
c o n t e x t Hallway {
a r r a y <a r r a y <i n t > > hallwayMap ;
s e t <i n t > k i d s I n H a l l w a y ;
}
}
c o n t e x t Kid <i n t kidID> {
int currentBuilding ;
i n t currentRoom ;
c o o r d i n a t e coord ;
int kidDirection ;
}

Figure 2.6.: Context definition of the game in Figure 2.1

Logical Node
Building<0>

Room<0>

Hallway

global

Building<1>

Room<0>

Kid<0>

Kid<1>

Kid<2>

Hallway

Figure 2.7.: Sample context hierarchy

A hierarchy of contexts To this point, we have assumed that contexts in E VENT WAVE
programs are “flat”: there is no relationship between different contexts, and all contexts
are independent. In reality pieces of state in an application have hierarchical relationships:
one context can contain other, sub-contexts. All explicitly declared contexts have a parent
context. By default the parent context is global, but if the context is explicitly declared
inside another context, the former’s parent is the latter. For example, in Figure 2.6, the
room and hallway contexts have a building context as their parent.
Figure 2.7 shows the context hierarchy for the example in Figure 2.6, with two buildings, rooms, hallways and multiple players. To name a specific context in the hierarchy,
we use double colon as the connector. For example, the first room in the first building is
labeled as Buildingh0i::Roomh0i.
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E VENT WAVE currently supports applications with one-to-many relation between contexts. Our future work will support applications with more complex interactions between
contexts. For example, contexts may form a lattice, which can be used to represent manyto-many relationships: a building has many departments, and a department may be housed
in many buildings.

2.3

Event Model
As discussed in Section 2.1, event-driven programs can be thought of as a series of

atomic events executing in response to various stimuli. E VENT WAVE supports multiple
events executing simultaneously while preserving sequential, atomic event semantics (see
Section 2.4). To accomplish this, the E VENT WAVE event model uses context information
to restrict what events can do.

2.3.1

Context Methods

An event in E VENT WAVE executes a series of methods. Each method m is associated
with a context, c. We will write such methods as m[c]. A method m[c] can read and write
state associated with c, but cannot access state associated with any other context.
Recall that contexts are identified by a context type and by a unique identifier. Methods
are not associated with context types, but specific contexts. The binding of methods to specific contexts occurs at run time: the context annotation takes the form chxi, where x refers
to a method argument. When the method is invoked, the value of this argument is used to
bind the method to a particular context. Hence, the signature for a reportLocation
method for a particular player p id invoked in the Kidhp idi context would be:
[Kid<p id>]reportLocation(int p id)
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2.3.2

Event Execution

When an event starts, it invokes a single context method, m[c]—all other methods must
be invoked from m[c]. This first context method is called a transition which is also known
as the event handler.
To read and write state in context c, the event must “acquire” c. This acquisition occurs
implicitly by invoking methods in context c. An event may acquire multiple contexts by
executing multiple methods, called routines. Acquiring multiple contexts within a single
event ensures that a consistent state is seen across the contexts. Figure 2.8 shows an example code in E VENT WAVE language. A message delivery transition triggers a new event at
a Building context which calls routines synchronously to relocate a player from a room to
the hallway. If the routines in the figure were implemented as independent events, consistency would not be guaranteed (e.g., the player could be in both the room and the hallway
simultaneously).
Crucially, events cannot acquire contexts at will. If two events e1 and e2 , with e1 logically earlier than e2 , access c in the opposite order, e2 ’s execution violates sequential
semantics. Furthermore, if an event accesses multiple contexts, its operations across those
contexts must appear atomic. While these problems could be addressed by requiring that
only one event access the context hierarchy at a time, such a restriction precludes parallelism. Instead, we place several restrictions on events’ behaviors that enable a parallel
execution model that preserves sequential semantics (see Section 2.4).
If an event accesses multiple contexts, it must acquire them in a particular order. In
particular, to access a context c, an event must either start by accessing c, or must have
acquired a context higher than c in the context hierarchy. Because the context hierarchy
creates a partial order of events, this access rule means that an event starts at a particular
point in the hierarchy, and the set of contexts it can write to “grows” down in the hierarchy.
If an event no longer requires write access to a context, it can call a special downgrade
method to release access to the context. However, once an event releases write access to
a context, it cannot reacquire access to that context (though it may still read its state). A
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transitions {
[ B u i l d i n g <r . n B u i l d i n g >]
d e l i v e r ( from , t o , R e l o c a t e R e q u e s t r ) {
downgrade ( ) ;
moveOut ( r . kidID , r . nRoom , r . n B u i l d i n g ) ;
moveToHallWay ( r . kidID , r . n B u i l d i n g ) ;
}
}
routines {
[ B u i l d i n g <n B u i l d i n g > : :Room<nRoom>]
b o o l moveOut ( i n t kidID , i n t nRoom , i n t n B u i l d i n g ) { . . . }
[ B u i l d i n g <n B u i l d i n g > : : H a l l w a y ]
b o o l moveToHallway ( i n t kidID , i n t n B u i l d i n g ) { . . . }
}

Figure 2.8.: A code snippet written in E VENT WAVE syntax for handling client requests

context c cannot be downgraded unless the event has already released access to all of c’s
ancestors in the hierarchy. Absent downgrades, an event only releases access to its contexts
when it completes.
We note the similarity of the context access restrictions to two-phase locking approaches
for isolation. In the absence of downgrades, acquiring contexts is analogous to strict twophase locking [21], while the addition of downgrades produces a protocol analogous to
tree locking [22]. As in two-phase locking, the ordering imposed on the acquisition of contexts by the context hierarchy helps prevent deadlock (as we shall see in the next section).
Downgrades complicate the model somewhat, but the ordering on contexts still suffices to
enable safe, parallel execution.
Intuitively, the execution of an event can be reasoned about in terms of two event waves:
the leading wave and trailing wave. The region occupied by the leading wave corresponds
to the contexts that the event has write access to; the region occupied by the trailing wave
corresponds to the contexts that the event has downgraded, but can still read. The trailing
wave can not pass by the leading wave, as that would violate the model.
Figure 2.9 plots an event executing the methods in Figure 2.8, and shows how context
acquires and downgrades affect the event waves. When an event starts in the deliver method
(as shown in step

1

), it only has write access to context Buildingh1i. By downgrading

the context, the trailing wave moves down in step

2

. It then calls moveOut() method

synchronously to acquire the context Buildingh1i::Roomh0i, moving the leading wave
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Figure 2.9.: Event waves and execution transitions of an event e. Contexts Bh0i/Bh1i are abbreviation for Buildingh0i and Buildingh1i,respectively. The context H is short for Buildingh1i::Hallway.
The context Rh0i is short for Buildingh1i::Roomh0i

down (shown in step

3

). Subsequently, it calls moveToHallway() synchronously to acquire

the context Buildingh1i::Hallway (step
5

4

) Finally, the event releases all contexts in step

when it finishes.
Events can create new events by calling methods asynchronously. An asynchronous

method invocation, conceptually, is identical to starting a new event and immediately calling the target of the asynchronous invocation. The new event is a separate unit of computation from its parent event, and only owns the context(s) associated with the initiating method. Asynchronous methods are roughly analogous to asynchronous calls such as
“spawns” in Cilk [23] or “async” in X10 [24]; unlike in those languages, however, events
triggered by asynchronous methods in E VENT WAVE are fully decoupled from their parent
event after the parent event commits.

2.4

Parallel Execution Model
The E VENT WAVE context and event model is coupled with a parallel execution model

that constrains the collective behavior of multiple events executing simultaneously. When
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an event is initiated (e.g., the message triggering it is received, or the asynchronous method
initiating it is called), it is given a logical, monotonically-increasing timestamp that orders
it with respect to all other events in the system (in the case of a distributed program, with
respect to all other events on a particular node). E VENT WAVE events can execute in parallel
as long as their behavior corresponds to the atomic event model: the behavior of each event
should be consistent with an execution where the events executed sequentially according
to their timestamp order. In other words, events appear to execute atomically, in isolation,
and in timestamp order.
Because contexts are self-contained collections of state and code, an event executing
in one context cannot affect the behavior of a different event executing in another context.
Hence, E VENT WAVE allows events to execute in parallel as long as any context is held by
at most one event at a time.
In terms of the waves of events, consider events e and e0 , where e0 has a later timestamp
than e. For basic correctness and limited parallelism, the leading wave for e0 must always
be above the trailing wave for e, as event e can read the contexts in the trailing wave, and
must not read any modifications made by e0 .
To improve parallelism, we note that once an event e downgrades from a context, moving down its trailing wave front, it only needs read access to the context. Hence, the E VENTWAVE runtime can take a snapshot of the current state of the downgraded context before
moving down the wave front. This is similar to snapshot isolation in databses [25]. The
difference is that snapshot isolation reads the committed data when the transaction starts,
but in E VENT WAVE, a snapshot of a context is taken when the event releases the lock. The
event model ensures that once the trailing wave front moves down, the event will never
modify the context. Hence it is safe for a later event, e0 , to move its own leading wave front
below the context—i.e., to begin accessing the context. Future reads of the context by e
will read from the snapshot, preserving isolation. Effectively, this relaxes the restrictions
on events so that now an event’s leading wave must only remain above earlier events’ leading wave, rather than above the trailing wave. Figure 2.10 illustrates two concurrent events
which obey the model.
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Figure 2.10.: Simultaneous view of two events e and e’ in an execution that adheres to E VENTWAVE.

Finally, to preserve timestamp order, an event that has completed execution cannot commit until all events with earlier timestamps have committed. In particular, any new events
triggered by an event’s execution (e.g., sent messages, asynchronous calls) are delayed until after the event commits. Note that this property means that an event triggered by an
asynchronous call logically starts and completes after its parent event finishes.
A simple strategy to ensure sequential semantics is to force all events to start at the
global context, and make their way down through the context hierarchy to perform their
operations. Because of the restrictions on events’ wave fronts, later events will remain
“above” earlier events in the hierarchy, and events will appear to execute in sequential
order. Because E VENT WAVE allows events to be initiated at deeper contexts in the hierarchy, when an event starts at context c, a “dummy” event begins at the global context
and implicitly attempts to acquire the global context, then acquire lower-level contexts and
immediately downgrade them until c is reached. It is clear that this strategy introduces
some scalability issues (every event must essentially access every context). Section 2.5.3
presents a mechanism to mitigate this issue.
The next section discusses how the execution model outlined above can be satisfied in a
runtime to distribute a logical node over multiple physical nodes and/or parallel-executing
threads while still preserving the illusion that a logical node is running on a single physical
node with one thread. Section 2.6 discusses how the same mechanism can be used to
support migration of contexts during elastic execution.
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2.5

Distributed Execution Model and Run-time
This section presents the E VENT WAVE distributed runtime system, which implements

the execution model described in Section 2.4.
When running a E VENT WAVE application, the straightforward approach is to request
one physical node per logical node. Execution can proceed as in the standard, inelastic
event-driven model. If the physical node has multiple threads, the E VENT WAVE runtime
can take advantage of events in disjoint contexts to provide additional throughput. If, however, the load on the system increases beyond the capability of a single physical node to
process them, the E VENT WAVE distributed runtime system supports distributing the execution of a single logical node across multiple physical nodes. In other words, an application
written to run on n logical nodes can be run on m physical nodes, where m > n, providing additional throughput. When combined with dynamic migration (Section 2.6), which
supports changing m over the course of execution, the runtime enables elastic execution of
distributed applications.
For the remainder of this section, we will assume that the E VENT WAVE application
is written for a single logical node; the mechanisms easily generalize to applications with
multiple logical nodes.

2.5.1

Overview

A high level overview of the E VENT WAVE distributed runtime system, and how it processes events, is shown in Figure 2.11. The execution of a single logical node is distributed
across multiple physical nodes. A single head node serves as the representative of the logical node: all communication with the outside world is intermediated by the head node (e.g.,
all messages sent to this logical node are routed to the head node, and all messages sent by
this logical node are sent from the head node).
All events processed by the logical node are initiated by the head node. Upon receiving
an event ( 1 ), the head node assigns the event a timestamp and signals a worker node to
process the event ( 2 ). Note that deciding which worker node gets an event is discussed
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Figure 2.11.: Events processed by logical node distributed over multiple physical nodes

in the next section. As the event executes, the worker may “pass” the event to a different
worker to continue execution ( 3 ). If the event makes an asynchronous call, this event is enqueued at the head node (

4

). Once the event’s execution is complete, the worker currently

handling the event signals the head node that the event is ready to commit ( 5 ). The head,
having a global view of the logical node’s execution, can ensure that all events will commit
in timestamp order. As in the basic parallel execution model, once an event commits, any
new events it may have triggered are initiated. In particular, any asynchronous methods
called by the event will now begin, starting from the head node as with other events ( 6 ).
Requiring a single physical node to mediate all the operations of the logical node introduces a bottleneck: the throughput of the logical node is constrained by how efficiently
the head node can manage execution. We note that most of the work performed by the
head node is bookkeeping, while most computation will be performed by other physical
nodes, somewhat mitigating this drawback. A runtime system that allows the head node’s
execution to be distributed across multiple physical nodes is an important topic for future
work.
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2.5.2

Context-based Distribution

When a head node begins processing an event, how does it determine which worker
node to send the event to? There are many issues to consider: locality (events should be
assigned to workers containing the state they must access), communication (events should
be distributed to minimize their transfer between worker nodes), and load balance (worker
nodes should perform similar amounts of computation).
To address these issues, E VENT WAVE uses context-based distribution. The global context is mapped to the head node, but other contexts are mapped to worker nodes. When an
event needs to execute in a particular context, it is sent to the worker node to which that
context is mapped. If an event accesses multiple contexts during its execution, its execution
will be split among multiple worker nodes, being passed back and forth according to the
context it is currently in.
Because contexts capture both a portion of the program’s data and the computations
that act on them, this mapping strategy naturally accomplishes several of the goals laid
out above. Locality is achieved by the data-centric nature of the mapping. Rather than a
task-based mapping, where an event is assigned to a worker node, and the data may need to
be accessed remotely, in E VENT WAVE, events are sent to the data. Hence an event always
accesses only local data.
Context mapping

The mapping of contexts to nodes affects communication and load

balance. A simple heuristic for reducing communication cost is by considering the hierarchical nature of contexts: an event in a context c is more likely to also interact with a
context c0 that is a descendant of c. Hence, c and c0 should be mapped to the same physical
node.
If the distribution of events visiting each context is known a priori, then contexts can
also be mapped to nodes to achieve load balance. However, specific heuristics for mapping
are beyond the scope of this chapter.
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Figure 2.12.: Left: e1 acquires the context synchronously after e2 , and violates the model.
Right: e2 waits for e1 . e2 acquires the lock successfully after e1 downgrades.

2.5.3

Parallel Execution of Distributed Events

Once the mapping of contexts to physical nodes is accomplished, the final step is to
ensure that the atomic event model is preserved by distributed execution. While the head
node dispatches multiple events to worker nodes simultaneously, sequential commit order
is guaranteed by the mediation of the head node in every event’s execution. Because events
return to the head node before committing, the head node can delay an event’s completion
until all earlier timestamped events complete. The trick, then, is to ensure that the parallel
execution of (ordered) events preserves the atomic event model. In particular, we must
ensure that (a) only one event is in a context at a time; and (b) events access contexts in an
order consistent with their timestamp order.
Accomplishing the first goal is straightforward. Every context has a lock associated
with it. When an event enters a context by calling a method associated with that context, it
must first acquire the lock on that context. That lock is held until the event either completes
or explicitly downgrades from that context.
More challenging is ensuring that events acquire contexts according to their timestamp
order. In particular, given events e1 and e2 , with e1 logically earlier than e2 , for any context
c that both e1 and e2 want to access, e1 must acquire a lock on c before e2 ; e2 cannot access
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c until e1 releases c. While it may seem that the hierarchical nature of contexts enforces this
ordering (there seems to be no way for e2 to get to c before e1 does without “passing” e1 in
the context hierarchy), we note that an event can start lower in the hierarchy as mentioned
in Section 2.4. Considering the context hierarchy from Figure 2.7, e1 could be executing in
the global context, while a second event e2 begins in context Room h 0 i. If e1 then wants
to descend to Room h 0 i, it would arrive at the context after e2 and violate the atomic
event model, as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
As described in Section 2.4, this problem can be solved using dummy events, but which
clearly introduces scalability issues, as every event must touch every context. To avoid this,
dummy events are not eagerly propagated through the context hierarchy, but are instead
“batched” and propagated through the tree in a group.
To implement this strategy, each context has a ticket booth that contains an integer
counter that indicates which events (identified by timestamp) have accessed the context
already. Hence, the current value of the ticket booth represents the next event the context “expects” to see. When an event e starts in context c, a dummy event with the same
timestamp is issued to the global context. If the global context does not yet expect the
dummy event, it is enqueued at the global context. When an event that the global context expects begins, it not only moves through the context tree itself, but carries with it all
dummy events whose timestamps immediately follow it, and increments the ticket booth
at the global context appropriately. For example, suppose the global context expects an
event e with timestamp 7, while dummy events with timestamps 8, 9 and 11 are enqueued.
When e executes, it propagates the events with timestamps 8 and 9, but not the one with
timestamp 11. The ticket booth at the global context now expects timestamp 10.
The same procedure is used at all contexts. If a group of dummy events, with timestamps x + 1 . . . x + k . . . batched with an event e (with timestamp x) reach a context c where
an actual event e0 with timestamp x + k is waiting, the group is split, with dummy events
x + 1 . . . x + k − 1 continuing through the context hierarchy with e, while dummy event
x + k terminates, and events x + k + 1 . . . are now batched with the actual event e0 , which
can begin executing once e releases access to c.
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2.6

Dynamic Migration
With the distributed run time system described in the previous section, E VENT WAVE

programs written for n logical nodes can run on m physical nodes. However, the ability to
run a distributed program across additional nodes is only one part of the elasticity story.
Because the goal of elastic programs is to increase their throughput in response to demand,
and throughput is increased by running a program on additional logical nodes, we must
have a mechanism for dynamically changing the number of physical nodes that a logical
node is running on, migrating computation and state to new physical nodes. Furthermore,
this migration should be transparent. The application must be able to change its physical
footprint without affecting any users; throughput and responsiveness might vary during migration, but users should not observe any difference beyond increased latency. Finally, the
developer’s programming model and mental model of the application should not have to
explicitly account for migration. By supporting dynamic, transparent migration in the existing E VENT WAVE programming model, the runtime provides the infrastructure necessary
to develop elastic applications.
The basic approach that E VENT WAVE takes to elasticity is to support dynamic migration of contexts. Namely, during execution, a context’s physical location can move.
Because we want this migration to occur transparently, there are a couple of problems that
must be addressed. First, because events execute within contexts, the distributed runtime
must account for migration correctly to ensure that events are forwarded to the appropriate
location. Second, because a migration might occur while an event has access to a context,
the runtime must make sure that events can safely deal with a context that might move
during their execution.

Migration Algorithm
To achieve dynamic, transparent migration of a context to a new physical node, the
runtime must do two things: (i) replicate the state of the context to the new node; and
(ii) update the context-node mapping to reflect the new context location. The first task is
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Figure 2.13.: An example of dynamic migration

a prerequisite to migration: because the goal is to move computation to another physical
node, the data associated with that computation must be moved as well. The second task
is necessary to ensure that future events that access the context are routed to the correct
physical node.
Figure 2.13 shows the execution of dynamic migration. A migration creates a special
“migration event,” When a migration request is issued, the head node creates a special “migration event.” It is inserted into the same event queue as normal application-generated
events. Conceptually, all events before the migration event will use the old context mapping, while all events after the migration event will see the new context mapping.
The migration event changes the mapping of contexts to physical nodes, but instead of
updating the context mapping immediately, the runtime system keeps several versions of
the mapping at the same time, so that every event before the migration event will use the old
mapping, and the ones after the migration will use the new version. By keeping multiple
version of mapping, it avoids the pitfall mentioned above: events that already have access
to the context will not observe the mapping, and hence migration will be transparent. After
the new context map is created, it is sent to every physical node. Just as any other event,
the migration event accesses the context to be migrated, acquiring a lock on it. Once it
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gains access to the context (ensuring that earlier events are done modifying the context), it
replicates the state of the context and transfers it to the new physical node.
After transferring state, the migration event removes the old context. Note that this is
safe: the runtime will ensure that events later than the migration event will read from the
new maps, and hence those events will access the replicated version of the context on the
new physical node. Earlier events have already released the migrated context and taken a
snapshot. Thus, even though the context is now at a new physical node, those earlier events
will simply read from their snapshots and continue without interruption. Finally, when the
migration event commits, it removes the old mapping. At this point, all events that may
have needed the old mapping will have committed, so it is no longer necessary.
With the mechanism sketched above, a critical challenge is to develop the policy for
migration. We discuss application-specific policies in Section 2.8, but a general policy is
beyond the scope of this paper.

2.7

Fault Tolerance
One pressing problem that arises in elastic programs is fault tolerance. If a program

initially run on n physical nodes is expanded to run on 2n physical nodes, the likelihood
of a node failure increases commensurately. If the failure of a single node were able to
bring down the entire program, elasticity would result in more failure-prone applications.
A valuable property for an elastic system to have is that the failure probability of an application remains fixed, regardless of how many physical nodes an application’s logical nodes
are distributed over.
Our current implementation of the E VENT WAVE model does not provide this guarantee. However, in earlier work, we described how existing E VENT WAVE mechanisms can
be readily repurposed to guard against physical node failures and integrated with existing
systems to recover from logical node failures [26]. We briefly summarize this approach
here for completeness.
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Recall that our runtime system implements three features to support distributed, parallel
execution of events: (i) events execute transactionally and in sequential order to preserve
atomic-event semantics; (ii) events take snapshots of contexts as they execute; and (iii) all
externally-visible communication is handled by the “head” node, with incoming messages
triggering events, and outgoing messages deferred until event commits. These features
directly enable adding physical-node fault tolerance with little change to the runtime, by
implementing a basic checkpoint-and-rollback system: When an event commits at the head
node, the context snapshots associated with the event are used to create checkpoints. If a
physical node fails, the contexts on the failed node are rolled back using the committed
snapshot.
The head node must also be fault-tolerant, since it provides necessary coordination; if it
fails, the logical node will fail. Since the head node looks like the entire logical node to the
rest of the system, any application- or logical-node-level fault tolerance approaches, can be
used to mask the head node failure. MaceKen [27] is a Mace extension integrating the Ken
reliability protocol which can potentially mask head node failure. It records committed
events to its local persistent storage. When a head node fails, it is simply restarted and its
state is restored using the local persistent storage. The state of the entire logical node is
thus rolled back to the last committed event. The Ken protocol guarantees that external observers cannot distinguish a restarted logical node from a slowly-responding logical node:
an external message is explicitly acknowledged, and any unacknowledged messages are
retransmitted until being acknowledged.

2.8

Evaluation
We implemented E VENT WAVE as an extension of the Mace runtime [16] by adding

15,000 lines of code written in C++. We also modified the Mace compiler to parse the
context definitions and annotations, and then translate them into runtime API calls. The
modification added 5,000 lines of Perl code.
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We note that the E VENT WAVE language eases development effort. As one example,
the elastic key-value store application described below was written in less than 20 lines
of code, while an equivalent C++ implementation is about 6,000 LOC; the E VENT WAVE
programming model allows programmers to concentrate on application semantics, leaving
the complexity of distribution, migration and elasticity to the runtime.
As a new programming model for elastic applications, there are no standard benchmarks against which to evaluate E VENT WAVE. Instead, we evaluate E VENT WAVE in two
phases. First, we use a synthetic microbenchmark that allows us to vary the number and
size of independent contexts, to evaluate the performance of the E VENT WAVE system under various scenarios. We then use two application case studies, a key-value store and a
game server, to study E VENT WAVE’s ability to use elasticity to maintain performance under dynamic load. The result of microbenchmark and the key-value store experiments was
obtained using our lab cluster. Each node has eight 2.33 Ghz cores Intel Xeon and 8GB
RAM connected to 1Gbps Ethernet.

2.8.1

Microbenchmark

We evaluate three different aspects of E VENT WAVE with a microbenchmark. The microbenchmark consists of a generator that produces a series of events that each choose one
of 160 independent contexts in a round-robin fashion and perform a specified amount of
work.
Throughput Figure 2.14(a) plots the throughput of the microbenchmark (events processed per second) with different amounts of work (P) and on different numbers of physical nodes (N). P = 0, implies no real work in the event, and the throughput effectively
measures the maximum throughput the E VENT WAVE runtime supports. As the number of
physical nodes increases, throughput does not drop; in fact, it increases as even with no
work to be performed, processing an event still has some parallelizable components. When
P is increased, each event does more work, so the overall throughput of the system drops,
as seen when N = 1. Increasing the number of physical nodes increases the computational
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resources available to the application and hence recovers the lost performance, until the
application is once again running at maximum performance. As the amount of work increases, it takes more physical nodes to recover maximum performance, but the overall
trend is stable. We also show microbenchmark result for larger scale up to 128 nodes using
larger workload in Figure 2.14(b).
We can draw two conclusions: (i) the maximum throughput of E VENT WAVE applications does not drop as a logical node is spread over more physical nodes; and (ii) E VENTWAVE is able to effectively harness the computational resources of multiple physical nodes
to maintain performance under higher levels of load.
Migration Overhead Figure 2.15 plots the overhead of migrating a single context from
one physical node to another at time 160. When the context is small (Figure 2.15(a)),
migration has no impact on average throughput. When it is large (Figure 2.15(b)), the
migration event must serialize the context, send it to the destination physical node and
deserialize it. Even though other events accessing different contexts continue to execute
in parallel with the migration event, they cannot commit until the migration event does.
Hence, events back up behind the migration event, leading to a transient drop in throughput
during migration. Once the migration event commits, throughput temporarily exceeds the
long-run average throughput as all of the events that backed up can be quickly committed.
In both cases, migration does not have a long-term impact on throughput.
Migration Latency

Figure 2.16 plots the latency of migration events corresponding to

different context sizes. Migration latency is proportional to the serialized size of context,
and is largely determined by network throughput and the speed of serialization/deserialization. Since migration does not require global synchronization, it is fast. For contexts
of size less than 1MB, the latency is negligible. We note that virtual machine live migration protocols such as VNSnap [28] may also be applied to reduce service disruption.
Interestingly, context-based application state distribution may help live migration protocols
because a context represents a fine-grained chunk of application state that can be migrated
independently of other contexts.
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2.8.2

Elastic Key-value Store

We implemented an elastic key-value store implementation shown in Figure 2.18 using
E VENT WAVE to evaluate its performance as an application-level benchmark. Note that
we claim no novelty of the key-value store. Instead, with the programming model and
runtime support described, we show that it is easy to write an elastic key-value store using
less than 20 lines of code, whereas an equivalent C++ implementation is about 6,000 LOC.
This evaluation demonstrates how elasticity can greatly help a memory-constrained system.
The application consists of two logical nodes. One is the client (1 node) and the other is the
server. On the server side, one physical node is used as the head node while one or more
physical nodes hold the key-value pairs within their memory. The keys are grouped into
buckets using a hash function, and each bucket gets its own context; in this way, operations
on independent buckets proceed in parallel.
The experiment examines the behavior of performing a series of puts/gets on the keyvalue store. As the experiment runs and more puts are performed, the size of the key-value
store increases. As a result, the nodes maintaining the store eventually exceed their physical
memory capacity, and swapping occurs. Figures 2.17(a) and 2.17(b) plot the latency of
put and get requests (measured by the client) over time and physical memory usage. In
Figure 2.17(a), an inelastic configuration is used: the key-value store is kept on a single
physical node, and once swapping begins, the latency of operations unsurprisingly becomes
more variable, and on average much higher.
Figure 2.17(b) demonstrates the power of E VENT WAVE’s elasticity. Because different
buckets in the key-value store are different contexts, the E VENT WAVE runtime can easily
migrate some buckets to other physical nodes, dynamically expanding the total amount of
physical memory available to the application. We implement a simple migration policy:
when the system’s physical memory usage exceeds 80%, the number of physical nodes is
doubled and each existing node migrates half its contexts to a new node. The figure demonstrates three such migration events, at which point the application is using eight physical
nodes. We note several points: (i) the sequential commit policy of E VENT WAVE means
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that some events that get “trapped” behind a migration event exhibit much longer latency,
as they must wait for the migration to complete before committing; (ii) after migration,
physical memory usage drops commensurately; (iii) even as the key-value store is spread
over more physical nodes, the latency of operations does not increase; and (iv) the elastic
application is able to avoid paging, and hence sustain low latencies for much longer than
the inelastic version.

2.8.3

Multiplayer Game Server

Our second case study concerns the ability to elastically adapt to changing loads of the
E VENT WAVE multiplayer game example of Section 2.2. The game is implemented as a
single logical node representing the game server, and multiple logical nodes representing
the clients. The game state is organized into contexts as in Figure 2.6. We deploy 128
clients over 16 EC2 Small Instances to generate workload. To balance the cost and latency,
the server head node resides on an Extra Large instance, but physical nodes are Small
Instances.
We generate an artificial “load” for the game server in the form of players that are
randomly distributed among the buildings, hallways and rooms, and move randomly around
the world. We simulate real-world gamer behavior by using a Gaussian distribution to have
clients randomly join and leave the game server. Figure 2.19(a) shows the number of
connected clients at a given time; the number of connected players varies from 0 to around
90, in a periodic pattern. We evaluate four full periods of this behavior, measuring the
average latency experienced by clients as they attempt to move around the game world.
Figure 2.19(b) shows the number of physical nodes used by the server. For the first,
second and the fourth period, the elasticity mechanism is not activated, and the server uses
but a single physical node. As Figure 2.19(a) demonstrates, the average latency experienced
by the clients increases and decreases with the load. At high loads, the server is unable to
process client requests fast enough, and average latency increases dramatically.
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For the third period, we use a simple elasticity policy. If the number of clients exceeds
some threshold, the server doubles the number of physical nodes used, migrating half its
contexts to the new physical nodes. This process continues up to a maximum of 64 physical nodes. If the number of clients drops below a certain level, elasticity is exploited in
the opposite direction, and the number of physical nodes is decreased. As Figure 2.19(b)
demonstrates, the number of servers used therefore varies proportional to the load of the
system. As expected, this dynamic migration provides more computational resources to
the server rapidly, and as a consequence, the average latency experienced by clients in the
third period is much reduced. Similarily, when the connected clients leaves, the application
scales down and releases extra nodes. With this elasticity support, we could guarantee low
request latency as well as minimizing the resource usage under dynamic workload.

2.9

Conclusions
Developing elastic cloud applications that can dynamically scale is hard, because the

elasticity complicates the program’s logic.
We described E VENT WAVE, a new programming model for tightly-coupled, stateful,
distributed applications that provides transparent elasticity while preserving sequential semantics. An application is written as a fixed number of logical nodes and the runtime
provides elastic execution on arbitrary numbers of physical nodes.
Our case studies suggest E VENT WAVE eases the development effort for elastic cloud
applications, and E VENT WAVE applications scale efficiently.
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c o n t e x t Bucket<i n t > {map<s t r i n g , s t r i n g > kvmap ; }
messages {
Get { s t r i n g k ; }
GetReply { s t r i n g k ; s t r i n g v ; }
Put { s t r i n g k ; s t r i n g v ; }
}
transitions {
[ Bucket<h a s h ( msg . k ) >] d e l i v e r ( s r c , d e s t , Get& msg ) {
r o u t e ( s r c , G e t R e p l y ( msg . k , kvmap [ msg . k ] ) ) ;
}
[ Bucket<h a s h ( msg . k ) >] d e l i v e r ( s r c , d e s t , P u t& msg ) {
kvmap [ msg . k ] = msg . v ;
}
}

Figure 2.18.: An elastic key-value store implementation
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Elastic Experiments for Tag Servers on EC2
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Figure 2.19.: Performance of game server with and without elasticity.
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3

PROGRAMMING MODEL SUPPORT FOR DEPENDABLE, ELASTIC CLOUD
APPLICATIONS

One of the major promises of cloud computing is the ability to use resources-on-demand.
Rather than build out a large-scale infrastructure to support a networked service with fluctuating needs, companies can build elastic components that start running on a very small
infrastructure (perhaps only a handful of hosts), then scale up as the usage or popularity of
the service grows. Elasticity also will allow changing infrastructure size on a smaller timescale; monthly, weekly, or even daily variations in load could trigger the infrastructure size
to change with the needs of the service. Further, elasticity could allow variable infrastructure size as a result of the availability of discount resources, or the sudden unexpected needs
of the service in response to, e.g., flash crowds.
However, the development of elastic applications has been slower to occur, due to the
complexity of developing high-quality elastic applications. One significant challenge of
building such elastic applications is the difficulty of reasoning about application behavior,
semantics, and correctness, when they are run across an unpredictable (and dynamically
changing) set of resources. When running at larger scales, the likelihood of some part
of the application failing increases, although the fraction of the application that fails is
smaller. Applications need to be able to handle both the higher likelihood of failure, and
ideally have techniques that can recover from such failures imposing a cost proportional to
the fraction which has failed, rather than proportional to the size of the elastic application.
One solution to handling complexity of failure handling and failure semantics is for a
programming toolkit to completely mask failures. Such approaches are readily available
in distributed computing environments such as using MPI and data-flow computing, where
failures can be ignored either by coordinated checkpointing and roll-back recovery [29],
or by pairwise reliability protocols that perform checkpoint on send and careful message
acknowledgement so as not to lose state [30]. The problems with such a “global” depend-
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ability approach are that (1) a one-size-fits-all approach to fault tolerance will inevitably
not work for all situations. While these approaches are interesting and useful for special
cases, they are often not broadly applicable. And (2), completely hiding faults from programmers has the side effect of eliminating an interesting class of applications that we
anticipate might be worth writing in our model. Consider, for example, a scalable implementation of Paxos [31]. If the programming model hides all faults from the application,
then there is little left to do for a Paxos implementation, and the behavior and fault handling
is dictated by the programming model and its runtime system. Yet it should be possible to
use a programming toolkit to produce an elastic version of Paxos that can run on as few
as 2 f + 1 physical nodes when there is little load, but can scale up to many more nodes to
handle a large volume of simultaneous proposals from different applications. In doing so,
however, we must not change the semantics or failure performance, lest the Paxos protocol
be incorrect. That is, the scaled-up Paxos ought to execute on 2 f + 1 logical nodes, where
a logical node is composed of a group of physical nodes, while still being able to tolerate
f simultaneous logical node failures. Work such as Fluxo [32] tries to separate system
functionality from architectural performance and scalability, which is similar to preserving
semantics of an elastic application.
A few notable examples have arisen of successful elastic applications, successful largely
because they can leverage a collection of well-understood patterns or application properties that simplify the challenges of partitioning, fault tolerance, and recovery. For example,
computational applications, such as those based on MapReduce [2] or more generic batch
scheduling [5], typically have little-to-no communication between computational partitions, and moreover support the luxury of simply re-computing any result which is lost
due to a failure. The partitioned computation can temporarily store partial results (inputs
to any stage), and only the failing stages need to be recomputed. Further, since only the
final result is externally observable, the failure can easily be masked as internal stages are
known to be “private” to the computational system.
In this chapter, we propose a new programming model that supports elasticity and preserves both the semantics and failure characteristics of the developer’s inelastic design. By
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doing so, we allow the developer to reason about the basic application design, while ignoring the complexity of elasticity. Our programming model promises to preserve the illusion
that an application is running on a fixed set of resources (logical nodes) whose throughput
can vary as the actual set of resources (physical nodes) changes. Our paper is based on
the insight that many applications naturally decompose into a hierarchy of different contexts, namely that modular and component design and object-oriented programming have
led to programmer designs that large sections of code are inherently bound to a subset of
application state, and that the application state is often further bound to the parameters of
the function calls. For example, as we illustrate in § 3.2.1, an elastic design of Conway’s
Game of Life [33] can be composed of contexts for each cell, and when computing the
cell value for each iteration, you need only look at the state of neighboring cells, and not
the global state of the system. Since our programming model is a simple annotation language on top of an existing distributed systems toolkit, and since the applications we target
already naturally decompose into contexts due to good programming design, most applications can support elasticity through a simple transformation and code annotation that in our
experience often further simplifies the application development thanks to the promotion of
contexts to a first-class programming citizen.

3.1

Fault-tolerance in Event-driven Systems
There are three broad approaches to providing fault tolerance in distributed, event-

driven systems. Algorithmic, node-level and process-level. In algorithmic fault tolerance,
the program itself contains logic for handling failures. For example, the program might use
Paxos [31] or other consensus protocols to tolerate the failure of nodes in the application.
The key characteristic is that the logic for handling failure exists at the application level,
and hence operates at the level of a logical node.
Rather than providing fault tolerance in the application logic, an alternate approach is to
build fault-tolerance capabilities into the run-time system. An example of such an approach
is MaceKen [27], which uses message logging to tolerate the failure of (logical) nodes in
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arbitrary event-driven programs written in the Mace programming language. Crucially,
MaceKen relies on semantic properties of Mace programs that only exist at the logical-node
level. Many MPI checkpointing libraries [29, 30] can be seen in a similar vein, relying on
the semantics of the MPI API, which also operates at the logical-node level.
The problem with both algorithmic approaches and node-level approaches is that they
operate at the level of logical nodes. However, in an elastic application logical nodes may
be comprised of multiple physical nodes. The failure of a physical node, then, represents
only a partial failure of the logical node (in a hardware context, this is analogous to a
single core failing in a multi-core system). Unfortunately, elasticity is transparent to the
programming model, and hence there is no visibility of physical nodes at the application
level. The best that could be done, then, is to treat the failure of a single physical node as the
failure of the entire logical node that the physical node is a part of. This both dramatically
slows down the restart process (as the entire logical node, which may have been distributed
across many physical nodes, must be restarted) and increases the exposure to faults (as the
failure probability of a logical node increases with the amount of elasticity).
One alternative is to provide fault tolerance at an even lower level. System-level checkpointing systems (e.g., [34, 35]) checkpoint a process’s state, and can migrate it to a new
system to restart. Because this operates at the process level, system-level checkpointers
could be used to provide fault tolerance for physical nodes. A major drawback to these
systems, though, is that their checkpoint overhead can be large: they capture a process’s
entire state, rather than only that which is required to restart execution.
The inescapable conclusion is that providing effective fault tolerance for elastic applications requires a fault-tolerance system that integrates tightly with the system used to
provide elasticity1 . By doing so, the fault tolerance system will have access to individual
physical nodes, permitting per-physical-node fault recovery, but will also have information
about the program itself, allowing checkpointing to leverage application characteristics to
avoid whole-process state saving.
1 Note

that this is essentially how models like MapReduce provide fault-tolerance: the fault-tolerance capabilities are built into the elastic runtime and enabled by the programming model
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state variables{
NodeAddress p r i n t e r ;
c o n t e x t C e l l s <i n t x , i n t y> {
int i t e r a t i o n ;
bool val ;
P e e r V a l u e s [ ] [ ] pv ;
}
}
transitions {
a s y n c s t o r e V a l ( b o o l v , i n t x , i n t y , i n t px , i n t py )
: : C e l l s <x , y> {
pv [ px ] [ py ] = v ;
i f ( / * pv i s f u l l * / ) { async doCompute ( x , y ) ; }
}
a s y n c doCompute ( i n t x , i n t y )
: : C e l l s <x , y> r e a d s G l o b a l {
i t e r a t i o n ++;
v a l = f ( pv , v a l ) ; / / u p d a t e s c e l l v a l u e
a s y n c s t o r e V a l ( v a l , x +1 , y , x , y ) ;
a s y n c s t o r e V a l ( v a l , x +1 , y +1 , x , y ) ;
...
send message ( p r i n t e r , Val ( i t e r a t i o n , v a l ) ) ;
}
...
}

Figure 3.1.: Pseudocode illustrating part of a design of Conway’s Game of Life in our programming
model.

What is especially interesting is that adding fault tolerance to an elastic run-time system
need not be onerous. The following section explains our approach to elasticity, and § 3.3
argues that fault tolerance can be readily supported by repurposing many of the mechanisms
used to support elasticity.

3.2

Elastic Programs
This section describes our context-based approach to writing elastic programs. The

key goal of the approach is that the programming model should have simple, sequential
semantics and should leave the difficulties of adding elasticity to the compiler and runtime
system.
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3.2.1

Programming Model

We are building our programming model on top of an existing distributed systems
toolkit: Mace [16]. Mace already supports building a wide variety of distributed systems
using a simple, messaging-based atomic event model or actor-like model. Mace has previously been shown to lend itself to the development of model checkers [15,36], performance
checkers [37], and tools to discover potential malicious insider attacks [38,39]. Importantly,
our programming model will preserve all necessary semantics of existing Mace programs
so that in addition to the benefits of dependable elastic programming, these existing tools
can be used with confidence to further test the robustness of systems built in our programming model.
Our new programming model is built on top of the InContext model [20], which introduced the basic notions of context that enables parallel execution of atomic events in
Mace. In the InContext model, state is either global and shared by an entire logical node,
or anonymous, and local to a particular event. Annotations on methods in the program specify which state can safely be accessed, and the runtime system can use these annotations
to determine whether events can run in parallel without breaking atomic event semantics,
or must run in isolation. While InContext uses a coarse partitioning of state, it suffices in
limited settings to provide parallelism.
Our model extends this to more fine-grained state contexts, and elastic, distributed event
execution. A full language description of the programming model is beyond the scope of
this chapter—in this section we present some sample pseudocode (Figure 3.1), which we
will use to explain the contexted execution model.
Figure 3.1 shows sample code that could be used in implementing Conway’s Game of
Life [33], and figure 3.2 shows the context hierarchy. The Game of Life is a simulation of
a simple cellular automaton, where in each iteration, each cell in a matrix is either alive or
dead. A cell’s state in the next iteration is a function ( f in the code) of its current state and
the state of the surrounding cells.
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global

cell<0, 0>

cell<0, 1>

cell<n, n>

anon
Figure 3.2.: Sample context hierarchy for Game of Life

In this implementation, there are two logical nodes: a compute node (shown in the
figure), and a “printer” node that displays the results to the user. The compute node’s state
is hierarchically arranged into a Global context and a set of Cells contexts parameterized
by coordinates x and y, each of which holds the state of a single cell.
Execution in our model is organized around events. Events are triggered either by the
receipt of messages or by special async calls that begin new events on the same logical
node. An event is begun by executing a transition (in our example, there are two transitions), which can then synchronously call other transitions as part of the same event. The
event completes when the initial transition returns. The entire execution is logically atomic.
This atomic event execution model makes it easy to reason about program behavior, and enables the additional testing tools mentioned previously.
Each transition executes in a particular context, which governs which state it has write
access to. When an event invokes a transition in a context c, it “acquires” c by requesting
an exclusive write lock at c. It can then invoke transitions in contexts c0 that are lower in
the state hierarchy than c (so if an event is executing a transition in the global context, it can
invoke a transition in a Cells context, but not vice versa). Events can only write to contexts
they have acquired, though they can read from higher level contexts.
In this example, one iteration of the Game of Life would proceed by invoking DO C OM PUTE

on each cell in the game. Note that each call to DO C OMPUTE is bound to a particular

Cells context by its arguments. Thus, calling DO C OMPUTE (1,2) executes the method in the
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context of Cells < 1, 2 >.

DO C OMPUTE

computes the cell’s new value, then triggers new

events in its neighboring contexts with asynchronous calls to STORE VAL, which update the
values of the neighboring cells. When a cell receives messages from all of its neighbors, it
triggers a DO C OMPUTE event again, beginning the next iteration.

DO C OMPUTE

also sends a

message to the printer node to update its display; this message will trigger an event handler
at the other logical node.
Importantly, this execution model is independent of any elasticity or distribution that
may take place. It is defined in terms of a sequence of atomic events executing on a single
logical node, and can easily be executed as such. As we will see in the following sections, this syntax and execution model allows both elasticity and dependability, while still
providing the atomic event semantics programmers are used to.

3.2.2

Elasticity

Using the above programming model, a developer writes a program to execute on N
logical nodes. Recall from the discussion in the Introduction that we specifically do not
want to eliminate all distributed programming from the developer, as there will be cases
and reasons for specifically programming the interaction of distributed components. In the
sample code, for example, the code uses two logical nodes, because the printer specifically
needs resources that are not available on the elastic computing infrastructure (namely, the
user’s display).
However, given an implementation written for N logical nodes, we would like to execute the events on M physical2 nodes for some M > N, with the developer worrying only
about the interaction protocol between the N logical nodes, and thus with the semantics of
N logical nodes. The programming model just described naturally supports this elasticity.
We map different contexts onto different physical nodes. An event executes on the physical
machine that stores that transition’s context. If it calls other transitions whose contexts are
on other physical machines, these will be mapped into RPCs.
2 In

a Cloud setting, this is likely a virtual node. We use the term physical to distinguish it from the logical
nodes a developer programs.
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Contexts are the smallest unit of partitioning, and may be grouped on physical nodes as
desired for performance reasons, such as to limit the costs of RPCs. Ideally, the mapping of
contexts to nodes will have the property that no physical node’s cpu, memory, network, or
other resources are overloaded due to the load offered to the contexts on that node. To accomplish that goal will involve approaches such as co-locating closely related contexts, or
locating them on topologically close machines when they must be split due to load. Conveniently, the hierarchical state model also provides strong indications as to the relationships
between the contexts.
To see how to execute this programming model elastically while preserving atomic
event semantics, we can consider each event as a transaction. We assign each event an
event number when it begins, and require that the events commit in order. In one possible
implementation, we designate a “head node” to be responsible for ordering all events in
a single logical node. Co-locating the head node with the Global context is sensible, as
that context is the common ancestor of all contexts, and thus could serve as a bottleneck
for parallel processing. It therefore behooves a developer using our programming model to
spend as little time as possible writing to the Global context. Rather than execute events
using optimistic concurrency, we leverage the known commit order and the programming
model to prevent transactional conflicts. Event transitions may only execute in one context,
and may only make calls to enclosed contexts, so it suffices to block future events from
executing as long as a prior event still is executing in a context that is or encloses the
context of the future event. If a transition requires an ancestor’s state, it will obtain a
snapshot of the state that conforms to the transactional semantics—it includes the state
of all transactions that will commit earlier, and none of the state of transactions that will
commit later. Therefore, rollback can only occur as a result of failure, as described in the
next section.
For any messages sent, they can be forwarded to the head node, which will transmit
them in the correct order when the event eventually commits. Since the head node orders
events, all messages are directed to each logical node’s head node. The head node thus
must act as an application-layer switch, and must be engineered for high performance or
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risk becoming a bottleneck. Since all incoming and outgoing communications are filtered
through the head node, it will look to the external observe as the one node of the logical
node.
A common challenge in elastic applications is the tension between finer-grained work
division and the overhead of scheduling that work. Our design does not eliminate this
tension, and as with all solutions may require some effort to determine the right granularity
of division. Our prototype head node implementation can forward events at a rate of 10,000
per second, which should be suitable for many practical applications.

3.3

Dependability
As a logical node’s contexts are distributed across more physical nodes, its exposure to

failures increases. If a failed physical node triggers a logical node failure, the failure rate
of logical nodes (and hence, the application itself) will increase. We thus would like to
prevent physical node failures from causing logical node failures whenever possible3 .
Interestingly, we find that most of the machinery necessary to provide physical-node
fault tolerance already exists in the elastic runtime system of the context model. Our elastic runtime system needs to support distributed, parallel execution of events. To do so,
we implement three features: (i) events execute transactionally and in sequential order to
preserve atomic-event semantics; (ii) events take snapshots of contexts as they execute (to
allow multiple concurrently-executing events to access the same context in isolation); and
(iii) all externally-visible communication is handled by the “head” node, with incoming
messages triggering events, and outgoing messages deferred until event commit. These
features directly enable adding physical-node fault tolerance to our system, with only minor modifications.
Consider what happens when a physical node with some context c fails. Because events
access contexts in order, when the node fails, all events can be categorized into three groups:
(i) events that have committed; (ii) events that have accessed c and taken a snapshot of c
3 Our

failure model for now is simple fail-stop faults.
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and will not need write-access again; and (iii) events that currently have write-access to c
or have not yet reached c. The sequential ordering of events means that all events in group
(i) are logically before all events in group (ii), which are logically before all events in group
(iii).
The transactional execution of events means that only the events in group (i) have affected the externally-visible state of the logical node. Thus, to recover from this failure, we
can (a) terminate all events in groups (ii) and (iii); (b) re-map c to a new physical node and
restore it with the state as it existed for the latest event in group (i); (c) restart all the events
in (ii) and (iii).
There are two tricky pieces to the above protocol. First, we must be able to restore
c’s state. Recall that events naturally take snapshots of context state as they execute. As
events commit, any snapshots of contexts they took can be replicated to other physical
nodes. Note that we need only save the most recent committed snapshot for any context.
This set of committed snapshots is a checkpoint of the logical node’s committed (and hence
externally visible) state. Upon failure, the head node can refer to the replicated snapshot to
restore a physical node’s state. Note that the cost of restoring this state is proportional to
the size of the contexts on the failed node, not the size of the overall logical node—much
cheaper than restarting the entire logical node on failure.
One unique advantage with this approach is that checkpoints need only be taken at the
context level, which provides similar advantages as dirty memory page tracking, but in a
simpler design.
The second tricky piece is restarting aborted events. We note, first, that aborting events
is safe because all externally-visible effects are delayed until commit time. We then note
that all messages are routed through the head node before triggering events. If the head
node logs the pertinent information of each message as it comes in, then uncommitted
events can be trivially “replayed” upon node restart.
While the above protocol provides fault-tolerance for most physical nodes, we note that
the head node is responsible for the necessary coordination; if it fails, the logical node will
fail. However, because the head node looks like the entire logical node to the rest of the
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system, any application- or logical-node-level fault tolerance approaches should work as
in the inelastic case. Section 3.4 discusses one approach to tolerating head-node failures
using logical-node-based fault-tolerance.

3.4

Discussion

Preserving Failure Characteristics As we discuss above, the goal of our system is to
provide transparent elasticity. In particular, we would like the application’s failure characteristics to be similar. While this is hard to define, at a high level, we would like logical
nodes to fail at the same rate regardless of how many physical nodes they are distributed
over.
Beyond preventing physical-node failures from triggering logical-node failures (as the
protocol described in § 3.3 accomplishes) there are other considerations. If the failure rate
of physical nodes is sufficiently high, the additional throughput afforded by elasticity will
be offset by the additional time spent recovering from faults Note that while the failure of
a physical node will not cause the logical node to fail, no events that need context c will
be able to make progress until the physical node is restored. This means that the run-time
must “turn down” the elasticity of a logical node if physical node failure rates are reducing
throughput too much.
Integration with fault tolerance at the head node In the basic programming model, no
specific reliability or dependability protocol is imposed on the developer, allowing them
flexibility to handle faults as they desire. However, we will optionally support compilerautomated integration of the Ken reliability protocol [27] to mask crash-restart failures. As
previously mentioned, MaceKen is a Mace extension integrating the Ken reliability protocol for inelastic programming to combine event state checkpointing and message logging
to mask crash-restart failures. MaceKen is a per-process technique, but will not work natively with our programming model, as we use blocking RPCs for intra-node context calls,
and Ken requires fire-and-forget messaging. Instead, failure masking will be provided at
the logical node level, meaning message logging will be done at the head nodes, and event
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state checkpointing will be handled as already necessary to support transaction rollback on
physical node failure. If non-head nodes fail, this will be masked transparently from the
perspective of external observers, so no fault tolerance will be utilized. However, if the
head-node fails, this is analogous to the logical node failing, and thus be handled using
the Ken protocol. Specifically, when the head node restarts, the entire logical node will be
rolled back to the last committed event, and event processing will continue as normal. The
Ken protocol guarantees that external observers cannot distinguish a restarted node from a
slowly-responding node—unacknowledged messages will just be retransmitted until they
are acknowledged, while the application is free to use availability techniques to mitigate
the delays caused by the apparently slow logical node.

3.5

Conclusions
We described a programming model that allows programmers to write applications with

simple, atomic-event semantics for a fixed number of logical nodes while providing elastic
execution on arbitrary numbers of physical nodes. Because elasticity raises a number of
fault tolerance questions, we described a fault-tolerance protocol that would allow elastic
programs to transparently mask faults and therefore fully preserve the illusion of running
a program in an inelastic manner on a fixed number of nodes. We also explained how the
existing mechanisms that support the elastic run-time could be repurposed to implement
our fault tolerance protocol.

4

IMPROVE SCALABILITY FOR TRANSPARENTLY ELASTIC CLOUD
APPLICATIONS

4.1

NACHO
Given the programming framework presented in Chapter 2, a new question arises: is it

possible to improve the scalability of the runtime system, while retaining E VENT WAVE’s
sequential semantics? This chapter presents NACHO: a framework for transparently elastic
applications that enables scalable performance. NACHO is built upon E VENT WAVE to offer
scalability in addition to E VENT WAVE’s transparent elasticity.
NACHO is similar to E VENT WAVE in many respects: both embrace event-driven programming, and guarantee inelastic, atomic semantics, regardless of how a logical node
is distributed over multiple physical nodes. Applications written in both frameworks can
transparently and dynamically distribute their state to a varying number of physical nodes
to meet the demand. But E VENT WAVE failed to offer scalability for large, complex systems.
To offer scalability, we observed that guaranteeing sequential ordering of events in
atomic event-driven systems is too strict, and such systems can be made scalable by relaxing their order constraints. In particular, by exploiting the inherent unpredictability of event
ordering in distributed systems, NACHO enforces the bare minimum of ordering constraints
to guarantee correctness, allowing more parallelism.
NACHO’s runtime system executes multiple events in a logical node in parallel on multiple physical nodes, ensuring the programmer’s sequential semantics is not violated by dynamically tracking dependencies between concurrent events that access multiple objects.
In Section 4.2, we define the distributed execution model, and sketch out the design of
runtime that supports scalable execution for the programming model, and details the runtime mechanism which enables efficient dependency tracking. Section 4.3 describes the
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runtime mechanisms for achieving transparent elasticity. Section 4.4 demonstrates several
case studies and evaluates several applications written with NACHO. Section 4.5 concludes.

4.1.1

Scalability

To preserve sequential semantics in a logical node, the E VENT WAVE runtime uses a
head node to assign each event a globally-unique ticket. Tickets are totally-ordered, and
events commit in the ticket order. In other words, the head node serves as a serialization
point for event ordering, and E VENT WAVE conservatively serializes the order of all events.
While this design results in a simple implementation, the presence of a single head node
and the globally-unique ticket can severely limit the scalability of the system. In fact, enforcing this level of consistency is too strict and unnecessary for many distributed services.
Consider three logical nodes, a, b and c. While network messages from b to a have sequential order, those messages do not necessarily have any particular order with respect to
messages from c to a. Arbitrarily enforcing a sequential order among all the messages can
impede scalability, artificially requiring synchronization between event handlers processing
different messages.
What is necessary is to push the serialization point as late as possible, and to serialize
the event order only when necessary. Essentially, to improve scalability, a logical node
employs multiple head nodes, and each of them creates events in parallel. To preserve the
programmer’s semantics, dependencies between events must be traced dynamically, so that
events appear to execute atomically, and in an order consistent with a valid sequential (i.e.,
single node) execution. In this way, the behavior of a seemingly sequential system can be
made parallel by relaxing its order constraints without losing its semantics—events behave
atomic and ordered.
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4.2

Scalability

4.2.1

Overview

The runtime system must execute a program in parallel and at scale without losing the
sequential semantics. In this section, we describe NACHO’s distributed execution model,
and then describe the design of the runtime system.

4.2.2

Distributed Execution Model

E VENT WAVE provided parallelism with sequential semantics, but with a significant
bottleneck that impeded scalability. All events were globally ordered using a time stamp
that established a particular sequential ordering. This ordering was enforced by a central
head node, which was responsible both for creating events and for committing events.
While this global order guaranteed sequential semantics, unsurprisingly, event throughput
was limited by the capabilities of the head node. Intuitively, to attain high scalability,
a NACHO logical node must have multiple head nodes that can create and commit events.
NACHO defines two categories of events: general events and view-change events. A general
event is created in response to a certain stimuli. NACHO currently supports three kinds of
general events: message delivery events, timer events and asynchronous events. A viewchange event is used to coordinate the physical nodes in a logical node during a scalechange. This section focuses on general events, and view-change events are discussed in
Section 4.3.
As described in Section 4.1.1, events in an atomic event-driven system do not necessarily need sequential order. Instead of using a globally-unique timestamp to order events,
we use the partially-ordered happened-before relation to determine the order of events. We
will let events begin execution with minimal set of restrictions, and defer enforcing an ordering unless needed. If two events are not ordered by the happened-before relation, they
can be created and committed by different head nodes, increasing throughput.
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Figure 4.1.: Illustration for updating local context happened-before record. In (1), event a starts its
execution at the topmost context. In (2), event b starts at the left branch of the contexts.

4.2.3

Causality Model

Formally, we can specify the order of events using the happened-before relation →, and
the following rules account for initial relation of events:
Message delivery events a → b if a and b are created due to messages ma and mb , respectively, which are sent from logical node i to j, and ma is sent before mb
Timer event a → b if a schedules the timer event b
Asynchronous event a → b if b is an asynchronous event a triggered by a
Moreover, the dynamic execution of events can induce happened-before relationships:
Context order a → b if a and b access the same context, and a acquires the context before
b
Next, we describe how to combine these relations to order events in a logical node.

4.2.4

Dynamic Dependency Tracking

When an event is created, it is associated with an initial relation based on its type. This
relation determines its commit order.
Events must see a consistent application state. Fortunately, the programming model
allows a head node to statically know the (superset of) contexts an event could potentially
reach: the context that an event starts in, and all descendants. We built a static analyzer
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to extracts this information. Using this information, plus the order of events, a head node
can build happened-before relation records for events created locally. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the building of local happened-before relation at a head node. Specifically, the records
store the structure of contexts, and keep track of the latest event that accesses a particular
context. The information is updated every time a new event is created, and context order is
established.
Building happened-before relations for only the events created from the same head
node is not sufficient to ensure that events see a consistent state, because events created
from other head nodes also access application state. Therefore, the relation must also be
established dynamically.
Specifically, the happened-before relation is dynamically established when two events
access the same context. The context becomes a serialization point for the two events,
which determines their respective order. Additionally, when events access the lower contexts, the context order they established at a higher context must also be respected.
Using the combination of static and dynamic dependency tracking, the events can execute in a more scalable and consistent fashion.

4.2.5

Runtime Mechanisms

This section details the runtime mechanisms to enable an efficient, scalable distributed
execution. The runtime mechanisms for transparent elasticity in E VENT WAVE do not support NACHO’s scalability features. The new runtime must still scale out/in dynamically,
and ensure the program behaves correctly during the scale change.

4.2.6

Contexts

NACHO uses function shipping paradigm. Contexts of a logical node are distributed
on physical nodes, and execution of the system is carried out by routing events to contexts
using a context-to-node map. When a context is created, the runtime system initialize an
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A:1
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B:1

B:2
C:1

C
D

Figure 4.2.: Timeline of general event execution in a four-head logical node. Each horizontal line
represents the timeline of a head node. For simplicity, all events in this figure access one context
only.

object and its associated lock. Section 4.2.8 describes the locking protocol for correct event
order.

4.2.7

General Events

General events are partially-ordered, and are associated with an identifier
node address:ticket
where node address identifies the head node that creates the event, and ticket is a
local, monotonically-increasing integer. For example, the first event created by head node
A is denoted as A:1.
General events created from the same head node are comparable. For two general events
e1 and e2 ,

e1 ≤ e2 if



e1 .address == e2 .address

and
(4.1)


e1 .ticket ≤ e2 .ticket
Figure 4.2 illustrates the execution of general events. To begin with, (1) A head node
creates one event in the ticket order (2) the event is dispatched to the location of the handler
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Algorithm 1 Context lock protocol
Inputs: a context c and event e
for each p in e’s predecessor at context c do
if p is not marked released then
wait
end if
end for

method’s context, (3) during the event’s execution, it may transition to different services
and acquire contexts, and be routed to other physical nodes (3) when the event finishes, its
creator node is notified, and finally (4) commits.
To ensure consistency, a protocol for tracking dependencies, or causal relationships
between events is needed. The vector clock protocol [40], which is commonly employed
for this purpose in many distributed systems, is not suitable for NACHO for a number
of reasons: (i) events are created by physical nodes and are assigned tickets specific to
physical nodes. (ii) the happened-before relation between events is established at contextgranularity, not node-granularity. (iii) a message received by a physical node may be just a
transition in the event, rather than a new event. Therefore, using the original vector clock is
both too coarse-grained (because multiple contexts may reside on the same physical node),
and too fine-grained (a message delivery at a physical node is only part of an event).
An event carries the happened-before relation, but if an event needs to carry happenedbefore relation for all contexts, the space could be very large, and execution might be
inefficient. Fortunately, NACHO application’s state structure offers a simple solution to
this issue: an event’s execution is restricted by the application’s state structure; therefore
happened-before relation for a context is not needed if it will never access the context at
all.

4.2.8

Locking

When an event executes a method, it must acquire the exclusive lock of the context
associated with the method. Context locking protocol ensures event dependencies are correctly handled. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for the locking protocol. An event is
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Algorithm 2 Context unlock protocol
Inputs: a context c and event e
for each waiting events e2 at context c do
if e is a predecessor of e2 at context c then
mark e in e2 .predecessors(c) as released
end if
if predecessors of e2 are all marked released then
for each d in c’s child contexts do
add e in e2 .predecessors(d)
end for
unblock e2
end if
end for

not granted access to the context, until all of its predecessors release the context, otherwise
it must wait. Similarly, an event unlocks a context when it is not needed any more, or when
the event commits. Algorithm 2 shows pseudo code for the unlock protocol.

4.2.9

Commit

While events run in parallel, certain operations, such as creating new asynchronous
sub-events, or sending network messages, must be delayed until an event commits to preserve sequential semantics. Algorithm 3 lists the event commit protocol. Once an event’s
execution completes, its creator node is notified of the completion as well as the event’s
happened-before relation. An event is ready to commit if all of its predecessor events finish
execution. After labeled as finished, events are committed by its creator node in ascending ticket order. For example, on node B, event B:1 commits followed by event B:2, B:3,
B:4..., etc. When the event commits, the creator node sends out notification to the event’s
successors to let them commit .

4.2.10

Communication Channels

Conceptually, each logical node appears a single node to other logical nodes. But implementing this concept is not straightforward.Imagine a system of two logical nodes connected via a reliable, FIFO channel.If a message is sent from one logical node to another,
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Algorithm 3 Event commit protocol
Inputs: event e
if e.ticket < last committed ticket + 1 then
wait
else
for each p in e.predecessors() do
if p is not marked finished then
wait
end if
end for
e.commit()
last committed ticket++
notify e’s successors
end if

the runtime system could select a physical node in the destination, and delivers the message to it. But then the physical node becomes a new bottleneck, similar to the head node
in E VENT WAVE. On the other hand, if the runtime randomly picks a destination physical
node as the recipient, messages could deliver out of order.
NACHO solves this problem as follows: between each logical node pair, a physical node
on each side is selected as the message forwarder. This node is responsible for serializing
message orders. Additionally, different logical node pairs use different message forwarder
nodes. In other words, each pair of logical nodes uses different physical communication
channel. Therefore, the bandwidth of a logical node is proportional to its scale and the
number of connected logical nodes.
We add an extra translation layer in the runtime which routes a message to the message forwarder. From the programmer’s perspective, an external logical node is always
associated with a logical node id, and the translation layer is transparent to the programmer. We currently implemented a simple name server for looking up logical nodes, and the
forwarder uses the name server to finds the corresponding physical node.
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4.2.11

Fault Tolerance

While it is certainly crucial to support fault tolerance for distributed applications, this
paper instead chooses to focus on other interesting aspects of the system because there already have been a great number of literatures on fault tolerance for distributed systems [21].
Like E VENT WAVE, it should also be straightforward to reuse the mechanisms designed
for scalability to handle failures [26]. After recovery, duplicate messages may be sent between logical nodes, so a protocol that handles duplicate messages will be needed [27].
Well-known replication protocols, such as chain replication [41], or viewstamped replication [42] should also be applicable. Our future work will address the fault tolerance of the
runtime system.

4.3

Transparent Elasticity
The state of a logical node is more than the aggregation of the context state. It also

contains “global state”: the information regarding the composition of the logical node, e.g.,
the set of physical nodes, the location of the contexts, etc. This information is shared by all
physical nodes in a logical node. The global state is invisible to the programmer, but the
runtime system uses the information to route events to the appropriate physical nodes based
on which contexts they are accessing. When the scale changes, this global state changes:
contexts get remapped to new physical nodes. If not done properly, an ongoing general
event could be routed to the wrong location, or produce an unexpected result because a
context is migrated to other locations during the event’s execution.
To address these issues, in NACHO, each general event executes entirely in a ’view’,
which is the current global state of a logical node: the set of physical nodes, the set of the
contexts, and the location of the contexts. “View-change” events are used to configure the
global state of a logical node. These view-change events include:
• node membership updates – physical nodes joining or leaving a logical node
• context locality updates – adding or migrating contexts
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The configuration of a logical node transitions from one view to another. In other words,
unlike general events, view-change events have a total order. Given two view-change events
v1 and v2 , where v1 < v2 , and two general events, where ea is in view v1 and eb is in v2 ,
then
ea < eb
Therefore, in addition to the three possible event relations described in Section 4.2.4,
view-change relation forms the fourth event relation in NACHO.
The view-change in NACHO has a basic rule: the events created before the view-change
event use the old view, and the events created after the view-change use the new view.
Views can overlap in time: general events in different views may execute concurrently, but
a general event always executes in a single view.
A view-change event coordinates physical nodes by broadcasting the request to all
physical nodes, each of which gives each request a local ticket and respond back. Since
events created by the same node have total order between them, this approach establishes
the total order between the view-change event and general events. This approach creates a
“cut” on the time lines, and these cuts do not intersect. General events created between two
cuts use the same view. An example progress of view-change is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
For example, in the figure, events which are created to the right of the cut use view2, and
events created before the cut use view1, but their execution can continue even after view2
is in place, and events in view2 does not need to wait for all events in view1 to finish.

4.3.1

Leader

To facilitate reconfiguration of a logical node, one of the physical nodes is designated
as a leader. Unlike a head node, general events do not involve the leader, and only viewchange events involve the leader. The leader is responsible for serializing the order of two
concurrent view-change requests. Since view-change events are relatively few, the leader
does not become a scalability bottleneck. Note that if the node designated as the leader
leaves the system due to reduced load, a new leader must be elected.
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Figure 4.3.: View-change. Node A is the leader which creates a view-change event.

4.3.2

Conflict Resolution

Conflicts happens when there are concurrent view-change requests, because NACHO
requires view-change events to be totally ordered. The requests must therefore be aborted.
If general events are created before the request is aborted, the conflict could trigger a cascading abort. To avoid this situation, a node that proposes a new view must block creating
new events until it is clear there are no concurrent view-change requests.

4.4

Evaluation
The NACHO runtime system is based on, but heavily modified from E VENT WAVE.

Applications that run with E VENT WAVE can also run with NACHO without modification.
We designed a number of case studies in order to achieve the following goals. First, we
would like to characterize the throughput performance and request latency of the NACHO
runtime system. We would also like to evaluate the scalability of the NACHO runtime, and
compare it to the scalability of the E VENT WAVE runtime. In addition, we want to show
that dynamically scaling out a logical node helps provide better throughput.
Our experiments run on Amazon EC2 [43] multiple times to reduce the variation in the
result. The cloud nodes are all located in the same data center, and in the same availability
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zone (us-east-1a) for reduced latency. The round-trip latency between two nodes in the
same availability zone is between 300–400 µs. To obtain repeatable results, Medium Instances are used in all evaluations as they provide relatively stable performance and are not
cost-prohibitive [44]. Each Medium Instance has 4 GB memory and two virtual CPUs.

4.4.1

Microbenchmark

This case study attempts to understand how the performance changes with respect
to different scales, and quantify and compare the improvement of NACHO runtime over
E VENT WAVE runtime. The scenario in each set of experiments is composed of one server
node and several client nodes. Clients send “ping” messages of different sizes to the server,
and each message triggers an event. We then measure (1) the throughput as the number of
events that are processed and (2) latency for processing each event.
Scalability We measured the maximum throughput at different scales, with the logical
node distributed over 1, 2, 4, and 8 physical nodes. We also control the computation at
each event as the synthetic load. Each event computes the prime numbers less than P, so
larger P means more computation. The server’s state space is partitioned into 128 contexts,
which are assigned to physical nodes randomly, and each event randomly chooses a context. Figure 4.4 plots the result. Interestingly, when P is zero, which essentially measures
the overhead of the runtime system, if the scale of the server increases from one to two
physical nodes, the throughput reduces slightly due to network communication: with just
one physical node, all contexts are local, whereas at higher scales, a head node may have
to communicate to dispatch an event to a context. However, as the scale increases beyond
2, the throughput increases again.
Latency We also measured the relation of latency versus system utilization in NACHO.
In this set of evaluation, the scale of the server is fixed at 2 physical nodes, and the number
of clients is 8. The clients send messages to the server, and the duration between two
messages is exponentially distributed.
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Figure 4.4.: Throughput of the NACHO runtime given different computation load

Figure 4.5 plots the mean, median and 90th percentile of latency at different utilization
levels. Latency is measured as the round-trip-time of messages, each of which is 1000
bytes in length. The average latency is calculated as the total round trip time of all clients
divided by the number of clients. System utilization is the average CPU utilization of all
physical nodes. To control the utilization at the server, we change the mean time between
messages. When mean time reduces, the server utilization gradually increases, and the
latency increases gradually until the utilization is above 90% when the latency dramatically
increases. Being able to sustain high request rates and to respond with low latency is
important to offer good service experience.

4.4.2

Key-value Store

In the second set of evaluations, we built a simple key-value store application using
NACHO, and compared its performance to the same application using E VENT WAVE. Both
implementation are built as a single service.
The state space of the application is divided into parallel, one-level contexts. When
the request for a particular key is received, the service computes the hash value of the key.
We use the hash value to uniformly distribute the key-value pair into 128 bucket contexts,
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Figure 4.5.: NACHO’s round-trip latency at different CPU utilization rate

which are randomly assigned to physical nodes. The server logical node scales out from
one physical nodes to eight physical nodes.
Figure 4.6 compares the scalability of the key value store implemented with NACHO
and that of E VENT WAVE in three scenarios, where message length is 1 byte, 1,000 bytes
and 10,000 bytes, respectively. Both systems implements memory-only key-value store.
It is clear that due to the runtime design, the head of E VENT WAVE runtime becomes a
bottleneck. While NACHO runtime is not as optimized as E VENT WAVE, its design makes
it more scalable.
Dynamic scale change In this case study, we investigate how dynamic scale change can
mitigate the change of request traffic. The scenario of the evaluation has one server logical
node, and 16 client logical nodes. A client joins the server and continuously send requests
to the server. Figure 4.7 shows the time series of the server latency. As more clients join, the
server can not handle requests, and the latency skyrocketed until it is flooded with clients’
requests.
To mitigate high latency, the server logical nodes must scale out. Figure 4.8 runs the
same scenario, but this time the server scales out from one to eight physical nodes and
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Figure 4.7.: Time series of round-trip latency. Clients gradually join the server until it break down.

contexts are relocated. Despite transient surge of latency during context migration, the
latency eventually falls back.
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Figure 4.8.: Time series of round-trip latency. The server mitigates the problem by scaling-out the
logical node

4.5

Conclusions
We showed several improvement in the new runtime design that can achieve more scal-

ability than E VENT WAVE using the same number of physical nodes, including a protocol
for efficient event dependency tracking in the runtime system which transforms a sequential
semantics program into a collection of distributed partial-order events. Case studies show
that the same applications built with NACHO offer greater scalability than E VENT WAVE.
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5

IMPROVE PARALLELISM FOR MODULAR, TRANSPARENTLY ELASTIC
CLOUD APPLICATIONS

The first half of this dissertation described a programming model approach to leverage elasticty of the cloud. Unfortunately, emerging cloud application developers in the future face
greater challenges than just elasticity. As the development of cloud application matures,
cloud applications are becoming not only larger, but also more complex. To accelerate
developing cloud applications in the future, what we need is a programming model that
not only offers transparent elasticity, but also allows a large application to be broken into
multiple components, which are developed separately.
Nevertheless, existing programming models, even those that provide transparent elasticity, fail to achieve the goal.
Mace [16] is a popular toolkit for developing distributed systems. It uses atomic event
driven model, which is easy to program. It supports a modular programming style, but does
not provide transparent elasticity.
Orleans [7, 45] is an Actor-like programming model which allows events to execute in
a distributed program composed of multiple actors. Actors run on multiple nodes for scalability, and the composition of actors provides modularity. Its concurrency model executes
multiple events in a transactional manner, but programmers are required to resolve conflicts
induced by concurrent requests, and therefore its elasticity model is not transparent to the
programmer.
Another programming model approach to support transparent elasticity for stateful
computation is to exploit the structure of the application state. Our prior work, E VENTWAVE [46] takes this approach. To recap, E VENT WAVE is based on the event-driven model.
Essentially, programmers develop the code with sequential semantics. By exploiting the
structure of the application state, the runtime system executes events in parallel without
breaking programmers’ sequential semantics. E VENT WAVE is inspired by observing that
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Table 5.1.: Properties of prior work. “Modularity” refers to the ability to compose tightly coupled
modules; “scalability” refers to the scalability of a logical node

Prior work
Mace
Orleans
EventWave
Kronos
SOA

Transparent elasticity
×
×
X
×
×

modularity

scalability

X
X
×
X
×

×
X
×
X
X

two events accessing disjoint subset of application state, called contexts, can execute in parallel without conflict. This can be guaranteed by imposing rules that govern how contexts
are accessed.
But E VENT WAVE was not designed for modular applications. Since all interactions of
an application are supposed to be within a single module, the programmer has the ability to
know the overall interaction within the application, making sure the programming model
is not violated. When an application is developed as different independent modules, this
ability no longer exists. First, E VENT WAVE does not define how different modules should
interact. Furthermore, E VENT WAVE models the application state as a hierarchical structure. Since the multi-module applications have different state structure, E VENT WAVE may
not be useful. Without knowing how modules interact and the state structure in the modules, the only way to guarantee sequential atomic semantics is to execute events one after
the other, losing parallelism. Another potential issue for scalable modularity is runtime
scalability. The E VENT WAVE runtime design chooses a centralized event scheduler which
limits system scalability and is thus not suitable for larger distributed systems.
An alternative way to support multi-module development is to compose an application
as a set of distributed, loosely-coupled modules, and modules communicate using asynchronous messages. This approach is also known as Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).
For instance, Google’s Megastore [18] offers distributed storage service. It is composed of
Bigtable [47] services, which is in turn enabled by Chubby [11], and Chubby is built on
top of Paxos [31]. E VENT WAVE could potentially model each service as a logical node.
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However, making sure the different distributed modules interact correctly is not trivial, and
often requires understanding the internals of other modules, easily violating the principle of
modularity. Hence, correctness for loosely-coupled systems is typically guaranteed within
a module, but not across modules [48].
Some work have sought better modularity for tightly coupled distributed applications.
Notably Kronos [49], which offers a unified interface to order events in a multi-module
application. But Kronos does not provide transparent elasticity, and it still requires programmers to resolve potential conflicts between modules.
One solution to ensure consistency among multiple modules is to employ a distributed
locking protocol, such as two phase locking. But making a distributed system free of
deadlock and bug free is extremely difficult.
Therefore when making design decisions, programmers are forced to choose either
transparent elasticity or scalable modularity, but not both. There is an urgent need to fill
the vacuum, and the future of cloud development calls for a new programming model that
offers both properties.

5.0.1

G RASS J ELLY

In response to these demands, we propose G RASS J ELLY: a framework for transparently
elastic applications that enables both modular design and scalable performance. G RASS J ELLY is built upon E VENT WAVE to offer modularity in addition to E VENT WAVE’s transparent elasticity.
G RASS J ELLY is similar to E VENT WAVE in many respects: both embrace event-driven
programming, and guarantee inelastic, atomic semantics, regardless of how a logical node
is distributed over multiple physical nodes. Applications written in both frameworks can
transparently and dynamically distribute their state to a varying number of physical nodes
to meet the demand. But E VENT WAVE failed to deliver both modularity and scalability for
large, complex systems.
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To offer modularity, we surveyed several existing distributed systems implementation,
and discovered that interactions between modules of an application typically has some
interesting patterns: modules are structural, and interactions between modules have implicit
rules. Making these rules explicit, and enforcing them, allows modular applications to be
built easily, and these rules can be exploited to permit parallelism in an atomic event-driven
system.
Section 5.1 details our investigation into existing applications. G RASS J ELLY’s programming model defines how an application can be composed of modules, and incorporates
the invocation rules between modules.

5.1

Investigation
To understand what a new programming model should do to support modularity, we

need to study real applications. Therefore, we started by examining the applications built
with Mace [16]. Mace is chosen for study for several reasons. First, Mace uses the atomic
event-driven programming style, which is simple, and can easily support many distributed
systems. Second, Mace supports modular programming, in which an application can be
developed as multiple services. Finally, programs written in Mace can be analyzed by its
domain-specific language compiler, and the language has been shown to be extensible, as
demonstrated by E VENT WAVE, which is built upon Mace.
In Mace, a service (module) can make a transition call to another service to perform
a task. For example, Scribe [12], a multicast service, looks up a node using the Pastry
overlay service [50]. The interactions of transition calls between these services in the
application is depicted in Figure 5.1. In the figure, the interaction in the application is
clearly structured—services do not arbitrarily make calls into other services. A natural
question is whether the structure of the services can be used to enforce event order, just
like the structure of program state in E VENT WAVE enables parallelism for atomic event
driven systems. If event order can be enforced, parallelism in multi-module applications
could be achieved. An in-depth examination of the services revealed more details. We
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TcpTransport

UdpTransport

Figure 5.1.: A multicast application composed of several services

added a static analysis pass to the Mace compiler to examine the call flows. The result is
interesting: although never made explicit by programmers, there seems to be implicit rules
when invoking methods in between services.
Table 5.2 summarizes the transition calls of some popular services. Notice that an
upcall is an invocation of a method into a structurally higher service, whereas a downcall
is an invocation into a structurally lower service. In this table, we observe that the call
flow follows some patterns. Explicitly speaking, most of the upcall transitions make only
downcalls, and downcall transitions only make further downcalls. We can exploit this
behavior to offer parallelism and sequential semantics for a modular program.
The problem with service composition when it comes to parallelism, as pointed out
in the beginning of this chapter, is that services in an application could have interacted
with any other services, and invoke transitions in arbitrary ways, which preclude parallelism. But our findings show that, in practice, services are implicitly developed to interact
in structured ways. Therefore, we can make these rules explicit, and require services to
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Table 5.2.: Summary of calls between services

service
Scribe
SplitStream

Pastry

Bamboo

Chord

RandTree

handlers
upcall
downcall
upcall
downcall
upcall
downcall
timer
upcall
downcall
timer
upcall
downcall
timer
upcall
downcall
timer

transition calls
1 upcall, 4 downcall
0 upcall, 7 downcall
2 upcall, 11 downcall
1 upcall, 5 downcall
0 upcall, 11 downcall
0 upcall, 3 downcall
0 upcall, 4 downcall
0 upcall, 6 downcall
0 upcall, 3 downcall
0 upcall, 4 downcall
0 upcall, 11 downcall
0 upcall, 2 downcall
0 upcall, 5 downcall
1 upcall, 6 downcall
1 upcall, 3 downcall
0 upcall, 1 downcall

follow them. These interaction rules allows parallelism, and Section 5.3.3 explains how
G RASS J ELLY enables it.

5.2

Programming Model
This section details the programming model adopted by G RASS J ELLY. Semantically,

G RASS J ELLY’s programming model can be thought of as an atomic event-driven model
where one event executes at a time. In the atomic event-driven model, when certain stimuli
occurs, e.g., upon message delivery, or when timer goes off, an event is created to respond.
In particular, the event performs certain functionalities by reading or writing application
state. Notably, writing a G RASS J ELLY application is easy, because events in the model,
as in EventWave and Mace, are sequentially consistent, making it easy to reason about
the execution of the application. In this section, we start by describing the composition of
services in a logical node. Subsequently, the event model is introduced, followed by the
introduction of the parallel execution model.
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5.2.1

Service

We envision that an application is developed by composing several services, and each
service contains methods and mutable state. Importantly, the state of each service is isolated, and can only be read or modified by the methods of the same service to facilitate
state isolation. This isolation promotes modularity.
During the lifetime of an event, it traverses services, calling methods in the services,
reading or writing the state of the application. Crucially, a service only interacts with a
small number of other services directly, and is not aware of other services that it does
not directly interact. Each service statically defines the set of services (specified by required interfaces, rather than specific implementations) it interacts with. After services are
composed together, the structure of services does not change dynamically during runtime.
Using the structure of services, G RASS J ELLY restricts the possible interactions between
services. Section 5.3.3 explains how the restriction plus a few more invocation rules enables modularity.
Context Programmers must explicitly declare the structure of the service state, and the
information is used to enable parallel execution (described in Section 5.4). The syntax
is shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 lists an excerpt of service state. The definition of
service state resembles that of application state in E VENT WAVE. In fact, the E VENT WAVE
programming model can be regarded as a special case of G RASS J ELLY, where only one
service exists in a logical node. When an event calls a method of a service, it reads or
writes the state of the service. Interestingly, events typically do not access the entire service
state; instead, the state space of a service is partitioned into many objects, or contexts,
and an event reads or writes some contexts. Furthermore, to better capture a service’s
semantics, contexts in a service may have hierarchical relationships. Each context may
have multiple child contexts, and one parent context. This relationship allows events to
perform operations that involve complex context interactions.
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hContextsi ::= hContextsi hContexti
| hContexti
hContexti ::= ’context’ hContextTypeIndexi hContextScopei
hContextTypeIndexi ::= hContextTypeNamei
| hContextTypeNamei ’h’ ContextIndex ’i’
hContextTypeNamei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hContextIndexi ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
| hContextIndexi ’,’ [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hContextScopei ::= ’{’ hContextItemsi ’}’
hContextItemsi ::= hContextsi
| hContextVariablesi
hContextVariablesi ::= hVariableTypei hVariableNamei ’;’
hVariableTypei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hVariableNamei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
Figure 5.2.: Syntax specification for G RASS J ELLY contexts
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state variables {
c o n t e x t F o l l o w e r <s t r i n g >{
epoch t epoch proposal ;
}
}

Figure 5.3.: Excerpt of state definition of a distributed service

top service
bottom service

timer

Figure 5.4.: Illustration of events in the application

service TopService{
timer alarm (){
downcall sendto ( ” Alice ” , time ( ) ) ;
}
}
service BottomService{
d o w n c a l l s e n d t o ( s t r i n g name , u i n t 6 4 t t ) {
A d d r e s s a d d r e s s = a d d r e s s M a p [ name ] ;
net send ( address , t ) ;
}
}

Figure 5.5.: Example code

5.3

Event Model
G RASS J ELLY programs execute by creating a series of atomic events in response to

certain stimuli, e.g., upon message delivery, or when timer goes off; events invoke a handler
method, which calls a series of transitions in services, traversing on the edges of the graph
of application structure. Figure 5.4 and 5.5 illustrates an example: a timer event is triggered
and invokes a handler in the top service, followed by a transition call into the bottom
service, before finally sending out a network packet.
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5.3.1

Methods

In G RASS J ELLY, a method is associated with a context, and events calling the method
can only read or write the associated context. When the method is initiated, the event
implicitly “acquires” the context before reading or writing its state. The context associated
with the method is identified by a context type (e.g., “Follower” in Figure 5.3) and a unique
identifier. This is similar to indexing an element in an array of objects. When a method is
invoked, its parameter is used to bind it to a specific context. For instance, for a method
defined as follows:
[Follower<key>] void init follower(string key){}

calling init follower(’abc’) binds to the context Follower<’abc’>. If an
event wants to access multiple contexts during its execution, it must start by acquiring the
topmost contexts in the context hierarchy and then enter its child contexts, and so on in a
top-down fashion.
Handlers A handler method is the first method invoked by an event. For different events,
G RASS J ELLY defines three types of handlers: delivery handler, timer handler and async
handler. A delivery handler handles the delivery of network messages from other logical
nodes. A timer handler is called to handle a scheduled timer. Finally, any event can create
a detached asynchronous sub-event, and the asynchronous event starts by calling async
handler.
Transitions A transition method is a special method which defines the public interface
which can be called by other services. G RASS J ELLY defines two types of transitions: upcall
and downcall transitions, and their description is shown in Table 5.3.

5.3.2

Service Interface

Our approach to exposing service interface is similar to interfaces in Java. A service
exposes its public interface by implementing a downcall interface or an upcall interface,
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Table 5.3.: Transition methods

type
upcall
downcall

description
a structurally lower service can invoke an upcall transition at a higher service
a structurally higher service can invoke an downcall transition at a lower
service

d o w n c a l l i n t e r f a c e Consensus {
downcall void propose ( s t r i n g value ) ;
};
u p c a l l i n t e r f a c e ConseusData {
upcall void n o t i f y ( s t r i n g value ) ;
};

Figure 5.6.: The downcall and upcall interface for a distributed consensus service

which defines transitions that can be invoked from other services. More specifically, a
downcall interface defines a set of downcall transitions, which can only be invoked from
an upper service; similarly, an upcall interface defines a set of upcall transitions, which can
only be called from a lower service.
Intuitively, given two services A and B where A is on top of B, B’s downcall interface
is all that A needs to know about B, whereas A’s upcall interface is all that B needs to know
about A. Figure 5.6 lists an example downcall interface and an upcall interface.
Table 5.4.: Access mode of transitions

type
locking

value
none,read,write

description
Specify the access
mode at the method

Annotations can be added in interfaces to specify the properties of transitions. For
instance, a delivery handler that does not write to service state can be declared as:
delivery void deliver(string data);[locking=none]
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hInterfacei ::= hInterfaceTypei hInterfaceNamei hInterfaceScopei
hInterfaceTypei ::= ’downcall interface’
| ’upcall interface’
hInterfaceNamei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hInterfaceScopei ::= ’{’ hInterfaceTransitionsi ’}’
hInterfaceTransitionsi ::= hInterfaceTransitionsi hInterfaceTransitioni
| hInterfaceTransitioni
hInterfaceTransitioni ::= hTransitionTypei
hInterfaceTransitionsi

hTransitionMethodi

hTransitionModei

hTransitionTypei ::= ’downcall’
| ’upcall’
hTransitionMethodi ::= hReturnTypei hMethodNamei ’(’ hMethodParametersi ’)’ ’;’
hReturnTypei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hTransitionModei ::= ’write’
| ’read’
| ’none’
hMethodNamei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hMethodParametersi ::= hMethodParametersi hMethodParameteri
| hMethodParameteri
hMethodParameteri ::= hParameterTypei hParameterNamei
hParameterTypei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
hParameterNamei ::= [ a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9 ]*
Figure 5.7.: The syntax of interface specification
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5.3.3

Transition Invocation Rules

Events in G RASS J ELLY do not transition into services arbitrarily. There are certain
rules for invoking transitions. Additionally, when a programmer implements a transition,
she thinks about transitions as methods, and she does not consider a transition as part of
an event execution. Therefore, these rules should facilitate local reasoning: the transition implementor should not concern about the state of the event invoking the transition;
additionally, she can write a correct service without knowing the structure of overall composition, and the semantics should always remain the same.
Based on our discussion in Section 5.1, an event should comply with the following rules
when invoking transitions:
1. A handler method or an upcall transition may make a downcall into its lower service;
or they can make an upcall into its upper service only if the handler or the transition
is declared to never access the state of any contexts.
2. In a downcall transition, an event can only make a downcall into the lower service. It
can not enter the upper service through an upcall.
Intuitively, an event can “climb up”, as long as it does not need to access contexts; once
the event decide to “go down”, it can not climb up again. Per our investigation in Section 5.1, service implementors already implicitly comply with these rules. Thus, many useful applications can be developed naturally using these two simple rules (see Section 5.5).

5.4

Parallel Execution Model
The G RASS J ELLY programming model and event model permit parallelism. Events do

not access every services (i.e., do not invoke transitions upon them); multiple events may
actually co-exist in a logical node concurrently if the set of services they access do not
overlap. This fact provides the basis for parallelism, and what is lacking is a protocol to
provide atomicity and to guarantee event order.
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First, each event is given a timestamp, and events are logically ordered with respect to
their timestamps (Section 4.2 explains how this strict timestamp ordering can be relaxed to
gain parallelism). Events must access services in the order respecting its logical timestamp,
otherwise behavior inconsistent with sequential semantics could occur. Fortunately, the
transition invocation rules does this automatically: the rules implies that all events access
application state from top services to the bottom services.
Moreover, to improve parallelism, whenever an event no longer needs to invoke transitions in a service, it can voluntarily release the service, and events with later timestamp
will be permitted to invoke transitions in the service.
Note that the parallel execution model is an optimization of the original execution
model, and despite the presence of parallel events, their execution do not violate sequential
semantics. Namely, for each event, its behavior is consistent with the one that exhibits no
parallelism, and programmers are free from resolving conflicts and inconsistencies induced
by parallel execution, despite the fact that services are developed independently.

5.4.1

More Parallelism

If events’ access to application state is isolated at the service-level only, the system may
not yield much parallelism, because the number of services in an application is relatively
few, and too coarse-grained. Fortunately, just as events do not always access every service,
an event in a service typically does not access every context within the service. To yield
more parallelism, we can isolate events at the context granularity, allowing multiple events
to be executing in the same service concurrently.
We note that the access rules for contexts mentioned in Section 5.3.1 also enables multiple events’ execution concurrently while preserving event order. Events in a service access
contexts from the topmost contexts to the bottom of context hierarchy and voluntarily release contexts when not needed to allow later events to acquire the context.1 Ultimately,
1 Note

that this behavior is equivalent to the event behavior enforced by E VENT WAVE, which considers only
a single service.
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Figure 5.8.: System diagram of the ParkRanger service.
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Figure 5.9.: Evaluate impact of G RASS J ELLY invocation rules by comparing throughput using different request patterns.

this optimization allows multiple events to coexist in the same service, and which results in
more parallelism.
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Figure 5.10.: Evaluate impact of G RASS J ELLY transition invocation rules plus context-level state
isolation optimization to the throughput using different request patterns.

5.5

Evaluation

5.5.1

Distributed Coordination Service

In this section, the purpose of evaluation is to show that transition invocation rules
improve throughput performance of a multi-module application. We use G RASS J ELLY
to implement “ParkRanger”, an elastic, multiple-module distributed coordination service,
resembling a simplified implementation of ZooKeeper [51], and use it to evaluate the scalability of multi-module applications. Depicted in Figure 5.8, ZooKeeper internally uses Zab
protocol [52], an atomic broadcast protocol for data replication, and a set of user-facing
public API is built on top of Zab.
To evaluate ParkRanger, we employed three server logical nodes: one leader node and
two follower nodes. In addition, clients connect to servers to either set or get values. The
state space is divided into 128 contexts in each service.
We studied two variants of ParkRanger applications written with G RASS J ELLY. Both
applications are the same except for the runtime systems. The first one, a baseline system,
uses the partial-order event runtime system, but with no transition invocation rules. Because
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the runtime does not assume that the application follows the invocation rules, it must lock
all services to ensure sequential semantics. In contrast, the second system incorporates
the transition invocation rules. In both systems, each logical nodes scales out from one
physical node up to 8 physical nodes. To inject traffic, 48 clients logical nodes run on 16
EC2 instances, and each client maintain 64 in-flight messages to saturate the servers. We
also changed the percentage of put and get requests to observe the performance of system
under different traffic patterns. The result of this evaluation is shown in Figure 5.9. The
baseline system exhibits poor performance because the system allows only a single event
concurrently. The second system has better performance because it allows two events in
both services of the application concurrently.
However, the application has only two services, which provides limited parallelism.
To improve scalability and performance, we can use the finer-grained context-level state
isolation to provide more parallelism. This requires not only the invocation rules of Section 5.3.3, but also the context structuring rules of Section 5.4.1. The result of this evaluation is shown in Figure 5.10. The second variant improves the throughput by more than six
times compared to the baseline system. The extra improvement, compared to the earlier
result, comes from the context-level state isolation which allows more events to execute
concurrently. The baseline system does not scale because it still allows one event concurrently despite of finer-grained isolation; in fact, using more physical nodes actually reduces
throughput because an event is likely to require more inter-physical node communication.
Additionally, because events’ access is not restricted, the optimization to reduce happenedbefore relation space presented in Section 4.2.7 does not work for baseline system. Therefore it induces greater overhead penalty.
The result also shows the scalability of the systems under different mixture of requests.
At 0%, which injects only get-requests, scaling out the system improves throughput. But at
100%, which injects only put-requests, there is limited improvement, because each put requires several rounds of messages between server logical nodes using Zab protocol. While
some physical nodes are idle, the system throughput is bottlenecked by the communication
channels between server logical nodes. Understanding the imbalance of system load, as
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well as techniques to mitigate it will be an interesting topic for future work, but is beyond
the scope of this dissertation.

5.6

Conclusions
We investigated the design of existing modular distributed applications, and found rules

which can enable both scalability and modularity for transparently elastic applications.
Finally, case studies show that G RASS J ELLY can provide transparent elasticity for realworld, modular applications.
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6
6.1

RELATED WORKS

Parallel Computation

Message passing There is a long list of parallel computation systems. One of the most
well known system is MPI [53]. MPI provides a set of programming APIs to communicate
and synchronize the computation over a cluster of machines. These parallel computation
systems are developed using parallel semantics; in contrast, the programming model proposed in this dissertation is sequential. Additionally, MPI is not designed for elasticity, so
it is difficult to change the throughput during the execution on demand dynamically.

6.2

Computation Partitioning

Parallel event execution

Recent research on automated sequential execution has been

moving towards the systems where programmers specify parallelism to allow the compiler
take advantage of it. One notable example is Bamboo [54]. This approach enables parallelism on shared memory multi-core systems by utilizing object parameter guards and then
compile the language into locks. It is similar to our E VENT WAVE programming model
and runtime implementation in that both provides parallelism annotations that direct the
compiler to generate an appropriate locking scheme to support parallel execution of events.
However, unlike E VENT WAVE, Bamboo does not support distributed or elastic execution.
Computation offloading One line of research with similar goals to E VENT WAVE is computation offloading, where an application is partitioned between a client and server (or multiple servers) to improve performance [55–59]. These approaches are similar to E VENTWAVE’s distribution of a single logical node’s computation across multiple physical nodes.
However, there are key differences. Some of these approaches use static partitioning—
the program is analyzed at compile time and a fixed partition across client and server is
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computed—and hence cannot provide dynamic elasticity. Others perform dynamic partitioning, allowing them to respond to changing environments and load. However, these
approaches mostly target applications either with a single thread of control, or where the
programmer has explicitly added parallelism and synchronization. E VENT WAVE aims to
supports parallelism while allowing programmers to reason sequentially.
Staged event execution SEDA is a staged, event-driven architecture for concurrent systems [60]. It decomposes an event driven system into a set of components called stages,
each of which is serviced by a pool of threads. Actions which span multiple stages are
required to be broken up into a set of local events, since the mechanism for communicating across stages is to enqueue events in other stages. The biggest difference is that event
execution in E VENT WAVE is continuous across the context hierarchy, but events in SEDA
are independent in each stages.

6.3

Transparent Elasticity

Data-parallel programming models Inspired by the success of MapReduce, numerous
data-parallel programming models have been proposed in recent years, including Dryad [3],
CEIL [4], Naiad [61]. The computations in data parallel models are separated from the
scale, and the runtime system can provide transparent elasticity. Some MapReduce runtime
provides transparent elasticity, such as Amazon ElasticMapReduce, while some MapReduce implementation [62] do not.
Pilot job frameworks Pilot job systems support the execution of a set of tasks on an
elastic set of computational resources [6, 63–67]. The underlying commonality of these
systems is that an application must be broken up into a set of isolated tasks. These tasks can
be organized either as a “bag of tasks,” where the tasks can execute independently in any
order [63–65], or as a DAG of tasks, where the completion of one (or more) tasks enables
the execution of later tasks [6,66,67]. These models are fundamentally more restrictive than
E VENT WAVE’s: while tasks are roughly analogous to E VENT WAVE’s events, tasks have
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very limited interaction and cannot communicate with one another, while events can be
organized in arbitrary ways, and can communicate through context state. Furthermore, pilot
job frameworks use, effectively, a computation-centric approach to elasticity, where tasks
are the basic unit of distribution, and adding resources affects how tasks are distributed.
E VENT WAVE, in contrast, uses a data-centric approach to elasticity, where state is the
basic unity of distribution. This facilitates state-based interactions between events and also
leads to better locality.
Actor model

The Actor Model is the basis for several systems [68–72]. Actors are col-

lections of state and code that communicate via message passing, with each actor behaving
atomically. There is a clear connection between an actor and a context: the actor has
implicit parallelism because each entity is independent of each other. Much like E VENTWAVE, Actors adopt a data-centric approach to distribution, with computation being colocated with its associated data. The primary difference between the two models is that
E VENT WAVE provides event atomicity across multiple contexts, rather than treating contexts as independent entities.
Orleans extends the Actor Model to allow transactional execution across multiple actors and to support elasticity [7]. However, the elasticity model of Orleans is different from
E VENT WAVE. In E VENT WAVE, elasticity is achieved by partitioning state across different resources, while Orleans achieves elasticity through state replication, allowing parallel execution of the same actor at multiple physical nodes. Orleans’ programming model
trades off flexibility for consistency: Orleans’ transactional events have no restrictions on
their execution, unlike E VENT WAVE’s event model. However, Orleans’ replication-based
approach to elasticity does not provide sequential consistency. We note, however, that
E VENT WAVE may be complementary to Orleans. An Orleans actor could be implemented
using E VENT WAVE, allowing the use of E VENT WAVE’s elasticity mechanism and hence
providing stronger semantics.
A recent version of Orleans [45] attempted to address the issues in the original Orleans.
The concurrency model in its second version forbids concurrent write-write requests, to
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avoid conflict resolution, , so programmers are relieved from resolving conflicts, but its
design could result in potential deadlocks.
Scalable computation programming models CScale [73] is another programming model
for scalable computation. It also aims for simplifying the daunting tasks exposed to the programmers. Operations in CScale is declarative, and state of the application is modeled as a
set of relations. Therefore, the applications that can be expressed in CScale is limited.

6.4

Elasticity
Manual elasticity is possible with careful design and implementation.

Overlay networks

In an distributed hash table system, nodes can freely join or leave the

network. This phenomenon is called churn, which is one form of elasticity. Data can get
lost due to churn, and is a realistic issue that a DHT protocol must prevent. BAMBOO is a
distributed hash table designed to tolerate high churn rate.
Live migration Both virtual machine live migration [28, 74] and database live migration [75] aim at redistributing the state of a distributed system. At high level, their redistribution is similar to E VENT WAVE’s migration of context state. However, these systems
solve a different problem, attempting to achieve load balance in multi-tenant environments,
rather than providing elasticity.

6.5

Fault Tolerance
Most distributed programming frameworks, including Orleans and Hadoop YARN [76]

mitigate failures. A few works on atomic event driven systems are more closely related to
this dissertation:
MaceKen MaceKen [27] provides crash-restart failure tolerance capability to existing
Mace applications. It allows decentralized and uncoordinated recovery between connecting
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nodes. It is possible to apply the Ken protocol used in MaceKen to provide the same
guarantee between connecting logical nodes in E VENT WAVE and G RASS J ELLY.
Multiken Multiken [77] is a unified framework of parallelism and fault tolerance for
distributed systems. Its programming model is the same as E VENT WAVE, but the runtime
system does not address the partial failures.
Microreboot Microreboot [78] is a practical failover solution to handling failures in large
scale distributed systems. It relies on an important assumption: well-isolated, stateless
components, that keep all important application state in specialized state stores. That is,
data recovery is separated from application state recovery. Microreboot is more comparable to MaceKey, where each component can fail over independently. On the contrary,
the programming framework described in this dessertation assumes each logical node is
stateful.

6.6

Scalable Design

Scatter Scatter [79] aims at scalable and consistent distributed hash table. It achieves
the goal by splitting DHT nodes into groups, and nodes in a group are tightly synchronized. The group in Scatter is similar to the logical node in Nachos. We note that, however,
Scatter is a distributed service, whereas G RASS J ELLY is a framework for developing distributed services. While it is possible and fairly easy to implement a Scatter-like service in
G RASS J ELLY, the opposite is not.
Tiered applications

Web applications are typically tiered: the front-end web server and

the back-end database systems. The web servers receive independent requests and send response and the backend shard data. This architecture is easily scalable because the requests
to the frontend servers are independent, and each shard stored in the backend is independent as well. However, the tiered architecture is not suitable for the target applications
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mentioned in this dissertation because consistency across different partition of data shard
is hard.
Scalable databases Scalable databases, notably ElasTras [17], MegaStore [18] and Cloud
SQL Server [19] typically employ two-level structure to partition the data into shards.
ACID properties is guaranteed inside a shard.
At high level, E VENT WAVE and these systems use the same basic design principles:
state (or data) is partitioned and hosted by a set of nodes. The global partition manager in
Cloud SQL Server and the dynamic partitioning mechanism of ElasTras are both similar in
principle to how E VENT WAVE maps contexts to nodes, but both approaches aim at failure
recovery.
Lynx [80] is a geo-distributed database storage. Requests in Lynx are issued in the
form of an extended SQL language, which are statically analyzed. The result of analysis enforces requests to execute in specific orders, allowing concurrent requests to execute
in parallel. This approach is similar to how G RASS J ELLY restricts the order of concurrent events. While G RASS J ELLY use hierarchical data model, transaction chains uses linear chain data model, and it does not allow holding two objects simultaneously. Finally,
Lynx aims for low-latency operations across multiple data centers, which is different from
G RASS J ELLY’s goal.
Silo [81] is a scalable database system that aims at eliminating the overhead of total
ordering in multi-core machines. The solution employed in Silo was based on time intervals. The solution can not be applied to distributed systems, because time can not be
synchronized in a distributed system accurately. They are all very successful, but they are
nonetheless services, not programming models.

6.7

Modularity

Event ordering in tightly-coupled systems Kronos [49] is a service that provides an uniform interface to order events in multiple components of an application. While the ultimate
goal is the same as that of G RASS J ELLY, Kronos has several limitations: programmers are
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required to resolve conflicts themselves, which forces them to understand the interactions
of events across multiple components. Moreover, it does not offer transparent elasticity.
Relaxing order constraints Relaxing order constraints is a technique employed in many
systems to enhance scalability. Some work [82] observed that behavior of seemly sequential systems can be made parallel by relaxing its order constraints without losing its semantics. It is not surprising G RASS J ELLY observed the same phenomena and took similar
approach, but doing this would require understanding the programmer’s semantics, which
is not trivial for programming models. The state definition and event access rules permit
G RASS J ELLY to achieve this with limited extra information about programmer’s semantics.
Similarily, Eiger [83] proposed to use partial-order transactions to achieve low-latency
in geo-replicated database systems.
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7

SUMMARY

Thanks to Cloud Computing, building elastic applications is now possible despite a nontrivial task. In this dissertation, we suggest the concept of transparent elasticity is the
right way to utilize the elasticity. We introduce a programming model with simple, inelastic semantics, and demonstrate the design and the evaluation of a runtime system for
the programming model that offers transparent elasticity. We point out the implication of
transparent elasticity to failure handling, and show how the runtime system can be designed
to mitigate the failures. In addition, we analyze the exisiting applications and propose an
extended programming model which adds support for modularity. Finally, we enhance the
programming framework with better scalability at larger scale.
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